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Abstract 

Start-ups face significant challenges due to their small size and newness, making the 
establishment and maintenance of buyer-supplier relaSonships (BSRs) difficult. However, forming 
quality supply channels is crucial for long-term success and the ability to sell quality products. 
Therefore, this thesis invesSgates how start-ups overcome these challenges to iniSate and 
maintain their first supplier relaSonships. 
A mulSple case study approach was employed to explore this phenomenon, analyzing the buyer-
supplier relaSonships of two related start-ups in the fast-moving consumer goods industry. Semi-
structured interviews were conducted with execuSves from both the start-ups and their 
respecSve suppliers, allowing for the analysis of mulSple start-up-supplier dyads. 
The research revealed that achieving a certain level of economic a:racSveness is a prerequisite 
for any buyer-supplier relaSonship. AddiSonally, personal relaSonships within the BSR-dyads can 
enhance start-ups' resource and social a:racSveness, but only a`er reaching a sufficient level of 
economic a:racSveness. The study also proposes a U-shaped development curve for the 
importance of personal relaSonships in buyer-supplier relaSonships for start-ups. Personal 
relaSonships are vital for iniSaSng BSRs but temporarily lose importance a`erward, only to 
become essenSal again when start-up managers implement a sophisScated sourcing strategy. 
These findings contribute to understanding customer a:racSveness for start-ups and shed light 
on the role of personal relaSonships in buyer-supplier relaSonships involving new businesses. 
They provide valuable guidance for founders and start-up managers as they navigate the 
challenges of iniSaSng and maintaining their first supply channels. Based on the findings of this 
thesis, future research could quanSSvely explore the validity of the proposed U-shaped 
development curve. Furthermore, this research provides a basis for future academic invesSgaSon 
for specific strategies to leverage personal Ses with suppliers as a sSmulus for quicker growth and 
enhanced economic customer a:racSveness. 
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1. Introduc=on 

Ventures depend on relaSonships with suppliers and other external business partners to develop 
and acquire the resources required to operate their business. Any business relies on competent 
suppliers to become profitable and successful long-term (Aaboen, La Rocca, et al., 2017; Aaboen 
et al., 2016; Gadde et al., 2012; La Rocca et al., 2013). While crucial to business success, 
establishing iniSal interacSons with clients and suppliers is a complex endeavor. Numerous 
administraSve, commercial, and technical problems must be addressed, and soluSons must be 
developed to build effecSve supplier relaSonships (Aaboen, La Rocca, et al., 2017).  
Establishing relaSonships is parScularly challenging for start-ups (Bjørgum et al., 2021; La Rocca 
et al., 2013), nascent businesses incorporated for less than ten years (Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021). 
Nascent businesses must overcome two significant barriers when a:empSng to iniSate supply 
streams. On the one hand, start-ups inherently suffer from liabiliSes of newness and hence from 
a lack of a respectable reputaSon. Without having an established product in place, paying 
customers, and an exisSng network of suppliers of resources, start-ups o`en find themselves in 
difficult bargaining posiSons when approaching potenSal suppliers and other stakeholders. A lack 
of a history of posiSve performance makes it riskier for potenSal business partners to engage with 
an unknown enSty. Hence, this lack of legiSmacy makes young ventures more una:racSve in the 
eyes of potenSal business partners than established companies (Starr & MacMillan, 1990; 
Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). At the same Sme, most start-ups are confronted with liabiliSes of 
smallness, manifested in a lack of financial and human resources that limit the resources that 
start-ups can employ when searching for new suppliers (Aaboen, Holmen, & Pedersen, 2017; 
Bjørgum et al., 2021; Oukes et al., 2017). The sum of this scarcity of financial resources and the 
inherent lack of a respectable reputaSon pose significant barriers to establishing a funcSonal 
supply chain and make start-ups una:racSve customers for suppliers (La Rocca et al., 2019; 
Mortensen, 2012). Yet, if start-ups fail to establish an effecSve supply chain and cannot form 
adequate relaSonships with their suppliers, they will likely encounter substanSal growth 
constraints and may never succeed (Ghosh et al., 2018; Wagner, 2021).   
Even though start-ups face significant challenges when iniSaSng supplier relaSonships, the topic 
remains under-researched (Aaboen, La Rocca, et al., 2017; La Rocca et al., 2019; Oukes & Raesfeld 
Meijer, 2017). There is a lack of studies on new ventures' supplier relaSonships, and the current 
understanding of how supplier relaSonships develop derives from studies highlighSng their 
importance for business performance in mature, established businesses (La Rocca et al., 2019). 
This previous research on mature businesses has shown that increased a:enSon to supplier 
relaSonship management can improve company performance (Lambert & Schwieterman, 2012). 
At the same Sme, researchers invesSgaSng personal relaSonships in corporate contexts have 
shown that personal interfirm relaSonships can have a significant posiSve impact on iniSaSng and 
maintaining buyer-supplier relaSonships (BSRs) in mature businesses (Bu: & Ahmad, 2019; Doney 
& Cannon, 1997; Ellegaard et al., 2003; Gligor & Holcomb, 2013). Some iniSal research suggests 
that this phenomenon may also appear in new ventures, yet the empirical evidence is slim and 
anecdotal (Giraldo-Diaz & Fuerst, 2019). 
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While there are some preliminary studies about supplier relaSonships in manufacturing start-ups 
(i.e., Lerner & Nanda, 2020), start-ups in other industries have so far garnered li:le academic 
a:enSon in regard to buyer-supplier relaSonship research. Nevertheless, developing effecSve 
supplier relaSonships may be especially important for e-commerce ventures (Saunila et al., 2019). 
However, developing effecSve supplier relaSonships may be parScularly significant in retail 
businesses in the fast-moving consumer goods industry (FMCG), where the products the retailer 
sells goods that are directly passed on to end consumers. In this industry, the characterisScs of 
the products the retailer sells highly depend on the quality of its sourcing channels, which lets 
suppliers significantly impact the firm’s products and performance. Hence, this thesis aims to 
answer the subsequent central research quesSon:  

How do start-ups overcome liabili4es of smallness and newness to elevate their customer 
a8rac4veness when ini4a4ng and managing buyer-supplier rela4onships in different 
phases of maturity? 

To study this phenomenon, this thesis will employ a case study methodology centered around 
interviews with the French-German sister start-ups La Fourche and Ackerherz. Launched in 2018 
and 2022, respecSvely, both companies are organic online supermarkets. As retailers, they rely on 
a mulStude of suppliers to provide their end-consumers with quality products. At the same Sme, 
they must compete with other retailers for access to these suppliers. La Fourche is now in its fi`h 
year of operaSon and has successfully built numerous supplier relaSonships despite its newness 
and smallness. Meanwhile, Ackerherz is in its first year of operaSon and is sSll in the phase of 
iniSaSng and building its first supply channels.  

1.1. Theory contribu=on  

With this research quesSon, this thesis contributes to two disSnct research streams. First, it 
deepens academia’s understanding and the role of start-ups in supply chains. More specifically, 
this thesis contributes to buyer-supplier relaSonship research, parScularly in the domain of 
customer a:racSveness (CA). Recent years have seen the concept of customer a:racSveness 
becoming a popular focus for supply chain researchers (cf. secSon 2.5 for details). This research 
stream has been uncovering what firms can do to become a:racSve buyers in the eyes of their 
suppliers (i.e., Ellegaard & Ri:er, 2007; Hüunger et al., 2012; Mortensen, 2012; Ramsay & 
Wagner, 2009) on which they depend in one way or another (Kraljic, 1983; Padge: et al., 2020; 
van Weele, 2010). In this sense, researchers have studied strategies to elevate customer 
a:racSveness both in established businesses (Tanskanen & Aminoff, 2015), and in new ventures 
(Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021; Kragh et al., 2022; La Rocca & Snehota, 2021). This thesis contributes 
to this recent research on buyer-supplier relaSonships in start-ups through the lens of customer 
a:racSveness in the context of the Fast-Moving Consumer Goods industry. Furthermore, Jenkins 
and Holcomb (2021) have explored strategies start-ups can employ to increase customer 
a:racSveness. This thesis adds to this research by exploring what strategies start-up founders and 
managers should focus on depending on their company's maturity level. Furthermore, this thesis 
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also builds upon and extends research in obtaining preferred customer status (Hüunger et al., 
2012; Pulles et al., 2016; Vos et al., 2016). By exploring the role of personal relaSonships through 
the framework of social capital theory in BSR dyads, this thesis extends the knowledge of the 
influence of social capital in supply chain relaSonships. Exploring the influence of social capital on 
supplier saSsfacSon in ongoing BSRs is also the focus of recent publicaSons in the domain of 
preferred customer research (Jääskeläinen et al., 2022; Jääskeläinen et al., 2020). This thesis 
extends the described research stream by studying the influence of social capital in BSRs in start-
ups on the one hand and during the early phases of buyer-supplier interacSons.  
Therefore, this thesis mends the understanding of the interplay of buyer-supplier dependency, 
customer a:racSveness, and social capital in the context of emerging buyer-supplier relaSonships 
in start-ups. By contrasSng two start-ups at different stages of their corporate development, this 
thesis also explores the influence of the level of maturity of buyer-supplier relaSonships 
in start-ups. As a result, this thesis adds a be:er understanding of the role of personal 
relaSonships in elevaSng customer a:racSveness by start-ups and thus further helps close the 
research gap on how start-ups can overcome limitaSons stemming from newness and smallness.   

1.2. Prac=cal Contribu=on 
From the pracScal perspecSve, this research project could guide entrepreneurs and managers of 
start-ups on navigaSng liabiliSes of newness and smallness and the disadvantages start-ups have 
regarding customer a:racSveness to establish their supplier networks.  
Specifically, this thesis could provide guidance on how to approach emerging supplier 
relaSonships in terms of the a:enSon paid to building personal relaSonships by procurement 
managers with their suppliers. While there is tentaSve research on start-ups elevaSng their 
customer a:racSveness as described in the previous subsecSon, this thesis provides a clearer 
understanding of what strategies are the most fruixul to pursue to expand the porxolio of 
suppliers which sourcing execuSves in start-ups can access. For Ackerherz and La Fourche, the 
companies this research project is analyzing as a case study, this thesis could help its managers 
evaluate their current procurement strategies and serve as a guideline for managing emerging 
supplier relaSonships. This guidance will be especially beneficial for potenSal future expansion 
into markets without exisSng supplier relaSonships for all kinds of start-ups. 

1.3. Thesis Structure 

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 portrays the theoreScal background as the 
foundaSon of this thesis. Chapter 3 introduces a preliminary research model before chapter 4 
depicts the methodological approach. Chapters 5 to 7 describe the data collecSon results by 
depicSng the individual cases prior to a cross-case analysis. Chapter 8 discusses the research 
results in the context of the theoreScal foundaSon before this thesis presents its conclusion, 
discusses its limitaSons, and provides an outlook for future research in chapter 9.  
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2. Theore=cal Background 
The following secSon portrays the context of the companies analyzed in the case studies as well 
as the exploraSon of the most relevant literature to prepare for the invesSgaSon of the research 
quesSon in the subsequent chapters. 

2.1. Retail and FMCG Industry 
Retail is commonly understood to be the direct selling of goods to a buyer who wants to uSlize 
them from a single point of purchase. The single point of purchase might be a physical retail 
locaSon, an online store, or a catalog (Farfan, 2022). Generally, the retail industry comprises all 
businesses offering end consumers products and services. 
The retail industry supply chain usually consists of four main links: manufacturers produce items 
using machinery, raw resources, and labor. Wholesalers acquire finished items from producers 
and distribute them in bulk to retailers. Retailers sell the products to the end-user in limited 
quanSSes for a higher price, i.e., the manufacturer's suggested retail price. Finally, the end-
consumers purchase items from the merchant for their own use (Farfan, 2022). However, 
dependent on their specific business model, retailers may be able to circumvent wholesalers and 
source their product catalog directly at the manufacturing level, using their own infrastructure for 
bulk storage and distribuSon to retail outlets. Popular examples are Amazon and Walmart, which 
both operate enormous verScally integrated supply chains and are thus independent of 
wholesalers (Farfan, 2022). Part of this sector of the economy is the fast-moving consumer goods 
(FMCG) sector. FMCG products are sold quickly and typically encompass low margins at high 
product volumes, o`en with a high inventory turnover (van Elzakker et al., 2014). A classic 
example of this sector of the economy is the food industry, where the short shelf-life of many 
products further contributes to the need for companies to be able to restock their inventory 
frequently, o`en on a daily basis. Furthermore, specific food products are o`en easily 
subsStutable, hard to differenSate, and can thus be seen as commodity products. 
Analysts esSmated the global market for edible groceries to be worth 2.8 trillion dollars in 2021, 
and by 2026, forecasts anScipate the annual industry turnover to increase by about 600 billion 
(Edge by AscenSal, 2022). PredicSons see internet food retail sales also increasing in the upcoming 
years. E-commerce sales reached 174 billion dollars in 2021, or nearly 6% of total sales. By 2026, 
this amount is anScipated to increase by more than 100 billion USD (Edge by AscenSal, 2022). 
Sedentary lifestyles and the embrace of high-quality products and services are predicted to drive 
the growth of online shopping (Business Research Insights, 2023). 
With significant changes in customer behavior, food retail is transforming fast, and, similar to most 
other industries, the food retail industry has already undergone substanSal transformaSons since 
the widespread adopSon of the internet (StaSsta, 2023). While the revenues in the food retail 
industry seem very a:racSve, the retail industry is now very compeSSve, with pressure from 
several business models. Hard bargain retailers and convenSonal grocers share the same market, 
and both types of businesses profit from modern technology and internet distribuSon.  
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The widespread adopSon of the internet in consumer households since the 1990s has opened the 
door for e-commerce start-ups to enter a market that is tradiSonally considered slow-moving and 
reluctant to innovate (Matricano et al., 2022). This thesis defines a ‘start-up’ as an "organizaSon 
in its early years of existence, whether iniSated by an established organizaSon or independent 
from an established organizaSon" (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002, p. 414). Usually, these nascent 
businesses have been incorporated for less than ten years (Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021). These new 
ventures can be disSnguished from established businesses, which are o`en well-known 
organizaSons that have existed for some Sme (La Rocca & Snehota, 2021). As the internet has 
enabled small companies to reach customers almost independently of their physical locaSon, 
several nascent e-commerce companies have reached a broad customer base without the need 
to install many brick-and-mortar store locaSons.  
At the same Sme, academic researchers have long indicated that start-ups are subject to certain 
liabiliSes due to their relaSve size and age. These phenomena are known as liabiliSes of newness 
and liabiliSes of smallness (Aldrich & Auster, 1986; Ellegaard, 2006; SSnchcombe, 1965; 
Strotmann, 2007). 

2.2. Liabili=es of Newness and Smallness 
The concepts of liabiliSes of newness are used to describe the difficulSes that o`en arise as a 
result of new products, services, or iniSaSves entering an organizaSon or market. Strotmann 
(2007) defines the 'liability of newness' as the phenomenon "that the risk of closure is highest 
a`er start-up and decreases over Sme" (Strotmann, 2007, p. 88). This idea dates back to 
SSnchcombe (1965), who lists several factors that young organizaSons must overcome to compete 
favorably with more established ones. These factors include the need to develop new procedures, 
pracSces, and skills, which can be expensive and result in efficiency losses. Older firms also benefit 
from be:er social and trust relaSonships as well as more dependable relaSonships with their 
clients or suppliers (SSnchcombe, 1965). This lack of embeddedness in exisSng social structures 
can also be understood as an inherent lack of legiSmacy and reputaSon. Fischer and Reuber (2007, 
p. 55) define a firm's reputaSon as the “assessments made by outsiders.” According to Fischer and 
Reuber (2007), the externality of the assessment differenSates "reputaSon" from "idenSty" and 
"image." Fischer and Reuber (2007) describe "idenSty" as what insiders think about the 
organizaSon, while "image" is understood as what insiders think that outsiders think about an 
organizaSon (Fischer & Reuber, 2007). Closely related to this definiSon of "reputaSon" is 
Suchman's (1995) definiSon of "organizaSonal legiSmacy" as the percepSon of an organizaSon as 
meaningful, predictable, and trustworthy (Suchman, 1995). Table 1 provides an overview of the 
delineaSon of these closely related terms. 
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Table 1: Terminology Delineation related to “legitimacy” based on Fischer & Reuber, Suchman (2007; 1995) 
Terminology “Identity” 

(Fischer & 
Reuber, 2007) 

“Image” 
(Fischer & Reuber, 
2007) 

“Reputation” 
(Fischer & 
Reuber, 2007) 

“Organizational 
Legitimacy” 
(Suchman, 1995) 

Assessment by Subject  Subject  External party  External party 
Object of 
assessment 

Subject  External parties’ 
perception of the 
subject 

Subject  Subject  

Connotation Neutral Neutral Neutral meaningful, 
predictable, and 
trustworthy 

 
Establishing and upholding a solid reputaSon and thus being perceived as legiSmate is a crucial 
part of starSng a business, as reputaSon is one of the essenSal intangible resources to build and 
maintain a sustainable compeSSve advantage (Fischer & Reuber, 2007, p. 54). However, new 
ventures' lack of history entails low confidence in the young business by their stakeholders 
(Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002, image 5). Hence, a lack of legiSmacy and reputaSon inherent to any 
new business is one of the core elements of liabiliSes of newness and is thus one of the criScal 
barriers start-ups must overcome to become successful.    
Analogous to liabiliSes of newness, liabiliSes of smallness illustrate the challenges that smaller 
organizaSons face compared to larger organizaSons. Coined by Aldrich and Auster (1986), the 
term 'liabiliSes of smallness' describes the noSon that the probability of a firm's survival is 
posiSvely correlated with its size. Several studies have found empirical evidence for the thesis that 
small firms are more likely to fail than established firms (Strotmann, 2007). Reasons for this 
phenomenon include that smaller organizaSons tend to have fewer resources, including financial 
and human resources, which can lead to having reduced capabiliSes and limits their ability to take 
on larger projects and investments (Fackler et al., 2013). These organizaSons also tend to have 
limited access to the market and capital and may have difficulty a:aining the necessary networks 
and alliances to compete (Aldrich & Auster, 1986). Furthermore, they o`en lack the organizaSonal 
structure and internal controls of larger organizaSons, as well as managerial talent, which can lead 
to difficulSes in implemenSng strategies, and reduced trust and performance (Lucas, 1978).  
At the same Sme, being small and new can also have benefits. Ellegard describes how small 
companies o`en rely on informal communicaSon channels, making collaboraSon with others 
more flexible and direct (Ellegaard, 2006). Furthermore, small firms tend to be more innovaSve 
and bring forth more innovaSons relaSve to the number of employees than larger corporaSons 
(Aldrich & Auster, 1986). Moreover, collaboraSng with start-ups o`en presents larger firms with 
the possibility to access new markets and technologies (Steiber et al., 2021).  
Table 2 summarizes the key factors described in the exisSng literature regarding smallness and 
newness for start-ups in B2B-relaSonships. 
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Table 2: Key Factors of Smallness and Newness for Start-ups in B2B-relationships 
Finding References 
Challenges 
Building trust in relationships takes time   Stinchcombe (1965) 
Inherent lack of legitimacy of new companies Zimmerman and Zeitz (2002) 
Small firms are more likely to fail than larger firms, making 
collaboration risky 

Strotmann (2007) 

Resource limitations prohibit access to large projects and 
investments  

Fackler et al. (2013) 

Limited access to capital  Aldrich and Auster (1986) 

Limited access to networks and alliances  Aldrich and Auster (1986) 
 
Facilitators 
Innovation affinity Aldrich and Auster (1986) 
Flexibility and informality of communication  Ellegaard (2006) 
Possibility to access new markets  Steiber et al. (2021) 
Possibility to access new technologies  Steiber et al. (2021) 

 
In summary, liabiliSes of newness refer to the difficulSes and risks associated with new products, 
services, or iniSaSves entering an organizaSon or market. As Table 2 visualizes, start-ups lack 
embeddedness in exisSng social structures, legiSmacy, and reputaSon, which can hinder their 
ability to compete with established firms. On the other hand, liabiliSes of smallness highlight the 
challenges faced by smaller organizaSons, such as limited resources, market access, and internal 
controls. However, being small and new also has advantages, including flexibility, innovaSon, and 
potenSal collaboraSons with larger firms. To overcome the liabiliSes of smallness and newness, 
nascent businesses need to develop specific strategies. One of the domains of business where 
liabiliSes of smallness and newness are well-observable is the relaSonship of start-ups with their 
suppliers of upstream products (La Rocca & Snehota, 2021). The following secSon, therefore, 
explores the relaSonship dynamics of buyer-supplier pairings in start-ups. 

2.3. Relevance of Suppliers for Start-ups 
The importance of quality suppliers for any venture's success is well described in exisSng 
literature, especially in the case of new ventures (Kragh et al., 2022; Bjørgum et al., 2021; 
Ciabuschi et al., 2012, as cited by La Rocca et al., 2019). Every professional relaSonship between 
two firms displays unique characterisScs and must be managed accordingly. Managing these 
professional relaSonships, parScularly regarding sourcing in buyer-supplier relaSonships (BSRs), 
has become a core managerial responsibility and is essenSal to many firms' value generaSon and 
performance (Li et al., 2022).  
Over the years, scholars have proposed various BSR typologies that seek to clarify the 
conceptualizaSon of BSRs and offer insights into creaSng and maintaining the exchange 
relaSonships between supplier and buyer firms. These typologies are intended to assist pracScing 
managers in addressing challenges and opportuniSes in the BSR realm (Tangpong et al., 2008), 
o`en describing the implicaSons of relaSonship dependence. Dependence is frequently defined 
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as the necessity for one party to sustain a relaSonship with another enSty to accomplish the 
party's objecSves (Beier & Stern, 1969, as cited by Padge: et al., 2020). Dependence occurs 
parScularly o`en in buyer-seller relaSonships (Scheer et al., 2015). 
Li et al. (2022) give an overview of past BSR typology research. The authors describe the "classical 
two-by-two typologies with the two BSR characterizing properSes being [the] buyer's dependence 
on [its] supplier; and [the] supplier's dependence on [its] buyer, i.e., buyer dependence and 
supplier dependence therea`er" (Dwyer et al., 1987 as cited by Li et al., 2022, pp. 874–875). 
Examples of supplier-dependent companies are semi-conductor manufacturers that are 
dependent on the Dutch company AMSL. ASML is the only company in the world that builds 
machines that produce the most advanced computer chips, giving ASML monopoly powers over 
their clients (O'Grady & Kenyon, 2023). Reversely, in the automoSve industry, many suppliers of 
car manufacturers are highly dependent on their buyers, someSmes generaSng over 40% of their 
revenue with one client (Handelsbla:, 2015). In these cases, the purchasing decisions of the car 
manufacturer can have an existenSal impact on the business success of their suppliers.  
 
Most of these BSR typologies focus on the conceptual setup of BSRs, informing managers about 
the basic types of buyer-supplier relaSonships and their respecSve managerial implicaSons. To 
date, there are only a few empirical studies of the relaSve frequency of occurrences of these 
different BSR types (Tangpong et al., 2015). Therefore, the significance of each kind of BSR is hardly 
assessable. Li et al. (2022) are one of the notable excepSons, in which the authors examine the 
existence of BSR types in established American firms (Li et al., 2022). However, like Li et al. (2022), 
the literature on BSR typologies mainly focuses on reputable, more established firms. There seems 
to be a lack of a BSR typology that considers liabiliSes of smallness and newness that new ventures 
typically suffer from.  
Exploring supplier dependence in more detail, Padge: et al. (2020) argue that switching cost 
dependency is one of the main components of supplier dependence. Switching cost dependency 
describes a situaSon in which the buyer perceives that "there would be significant costs 
(contractual or other) incurred when disengaging from the supplier, sourcing a new supplier, etc." 
(Padge: et al., 2020, p. 14). Similarly, Cox (2001) argues that buyer search costs for new suppliers, 
alongside buyer switching costs, are one of the fundamental bases for dependency on suppliers 
by buyers (Cox, 2001). For new ventures suffering from financial constraints due to their liabiliSes 
of smallness and newness, this may mean that the dependence on their suppliers correlates with 
their access to financial resources. With scarce resources, spending money searching for and 
switching suppliers may not be suitable for cash-strapped start-ups. 
Furthermore, a dimension researchers in the BSR domain have so far neglected is that the level of 
start-ups' buyer dependence may differ due to their respecSve business models. Arguably, not 
every business model is equally dependent on its suppliers. On the one hand, open-source 
so`ware, readily available IT infrastructure, and accessible skills and resources may be used to 
build so`ware start-ups without dependence on a single supplier. On the other hand, starSng a 
hardware start-up takes considerable investments, a mix of several hard-to-access talents and 
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resources, and o`en specialized upstream products (Lerner & Nanda, 2020). Here, a "so`ware 
start-up" is one whose products are exclusively digital. 
In contrast, "hardware start-ups" refers to young companies that manufacture computers and 
peripherals, electronics, networking and equipment, semiconductors, telecommunicaSons, 
industrial, and energy (Lerner & Nanda, 2020). Wei (2017) follows a similar line of argumentaSon 
as Lerner & Nanda, claiming that "[hardware] start-ups do require more iniSal capital due to the 
costs associated with rapid prototyping of hardware, which includes material costs and 
assembly/manufacturing fees, as compared to so`ware development which has mainly a labor 
cost" (Wei, 2017). However, both sources are non-peer-reviewed conference publicaSons. At the 
same Sme, it is hardly generalizable that hardware start-ups are more supplier dependent than 
other kinds of start-ups. There are cases imaginable where a manufacturing start-up only needs 
readily available and subsStutable commodiSes from their suppliers, or a so`ware start-up is 
highly dependent on a specialized upstream product. Thus, a more product-focused 
differenSaSon of supplier dependency is more prevalent in the academic literature. Nevertheless, 
the assessment of supplier dependency is arguably more relevant for hardware-focused business 
model start-ups that o`en rely on upstream items purchased from their suppliers. Therefore, this 
thesis focuses on start-ups whose business model is based on physical products instead of 
so`ware. 

2.4. Kraljic Matrix and the Dutch Windmill 
For these kinds of “hardware” start-ups, a nuanced classificaSon of BSRs can be expected to exist 
as the products they purchase from suppliers o`en have commodity-like characterisScs. Thus, a 
product-focused assessment of supplier dependency seems especially relevant for those kinds of 
start-ups.  
Much of the discussion on product-focused differenSaSon of supplier dependency centers around 
the so-called Kraljic Matrix, outlined by Peter Kraljic in a seminal contribuSon to Harvard Business 
Review from 1983 (Kraljic, 1983). Also known as the Purchasing Porxolio Matrix, the Kraljic Matrix 
is a tool for strategic procurement management used to examine a company's purchasing porxolio 
and create suitable sourcing plans for various goods and services. The Kraljic Matrix classifies items 
in a company's purchasing porxolio based on two dimensions: supply risk and profit impact. 
Supply risk refers to the level of supply chain disrupSon that would occur if there were a shortage 
of the item, while profit impact refers to the item's impact on the company's profitability (Kraljic, 
1983). Based on these two dimensions, the Kraljic-Matrix classifies items into four categories: 
strategic items, bo:leneck items, leverage items, and noncriScal items (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Visualization of Kraljic Matrix, based on Kraljic (1983) 

Strategic items are high-risk, high-profit products that require long-term sourcing plans and Sght 
supplier relaSonships. Low-profit goods, known as bo:lenecks, are essenSal to the company's 
operaSons and must be carefully managed to prevent supply chain interrupSons. Leverage items 
are high-profit products easily accessible from several suppliers, allowing for price negoSaSon. 
Finally, non-criScal items can be purchased from various suppliers because they are low-risk and 
low-profit items. Based on the analysis of the two dimensions of profit impact and supply risks for 
each item that needs to be sourced, companies can develop appropriate strategies for managing 
each item, including supplier selecSon, negoSaSon, and risk management (Kraljic, 1983). 
Van Weele (2010) extended this analysis of a company’s purchasing porxolio with another angle: 
the supplier’s perspecSve. In parScular, van Weele introduced two addiSonal dimensions to the 
Kraljic Matrix, i.e., the buyer’s relaSve value to the supplier and the buyer’s a:racSveness (see 
secSon 2.5 for an in-depth discussion of customer a:racSveness). For each quadrant of the Kraljic 
Matrix, these two dimensions are introduced to analyze how the supplier of a product likely views 
its customer. As a result, various generic strategies show how buying firms should manage their 
sourcing channels and respecSve BSRs. Figure 2 shows a visualizaSon of this concept.  

 
Figure 2: The Dutch Windmill. Based on van Weele (2010) 
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To illustrate van Weele’s Dutch Windmill concept, consider the example of an online food retailer, 
like the one this thesis portrays in later secSons as a case study. Typically, a food distributor’s 
inventory porxolio will include all four types of products outlined in the Kraljic Matrix. Milk and 
flour are commodity-like products that are probably easily accessible from many suppliers but 
incur very low profit margins. This combinaSon makes milk and flour non-criScal products (lower 
le` quadrant). However, specialty products demand more a:enSon. An example of this type of 
product could be a popular brand of chocolate that is only sold by this single online supermarket 
and that makes up a significant porSon of the company’s revenue (upper right quadrant). This 
constellaSon of profit impact and supply risk creates a buyer's dependency on the supplier to 
purchase this chocolate from its supplier. Determined by the retailer’s customer a:racSveness 
and the supplier’s compeSSve posiSon, the online food retailer may be able to make its supplier 
dependent on the retailer. If the retailer can purchase vast volumes of the popular chocolate and 
promise to buy candy or other adjacent products from the supplier’s porxolio, the online 
supermarket becomes more a:racSve to the supplier. Thus, an interdependency between buyer 
and supplier is observable.  
In this sense, developing effecSve supplier relaSonships may be especially important for start-ups 
such as nascent e-commerce ventures (Saunila et al., 2019). By exploring the role of dependency 
in BSRs of start-ups, the relaSonship dynamic of specific buyer-supplier dyads can be understood 
more holisScally. To fully understand dependency in BSRs, it is furthermore necessary to consider 
the concept of customer a:racSveness. As described above, Van Weele (2010) incorporated 
customer a:racSveness as one of the two dimensions that describe the supplier’s perspecSve on 
its BSRs. Nevertheless, liabiliSes of smallness and newness o`en hinder start-ups from becoming 
the most a:racSve customers. This concept will be explored in more detail in the following 
chapter. Before, Table 3 provides an overview of the most significant literature findings concerning 
BSR dependencies in the context of FMCG start-ups. 

Table 3: Key Findings of BSR Dependencies in the Context of FMCG Start-ups 
Finding Reference 
Switching costs hinder frequent supplier switching and infers buyer 
dependency 

Cox (2001), 
Padgett et al. (2020) 

Product-focused differentiation of BSR dependencies is more generalizable 
than business model focus 

Kraljic (1983),  
van Weele (2010) 

Buyer-supplier dependency can be bi-directional van Weele (2010) 
Buyer-supplier dependency is influenced by profit impact and supply risk of 
products 

Kraljic (1983) 

Buyer-supplier dependency is further influenced by the buyer’s attractiveness 
to the supplier and the supplier’s competitive position 

Van Weele (2010) 
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2.5. Customer ARrac=veness  
While van Weele (2010) introduced the concept of customer a:racSveness in the specific context 
of buyer-supplier dependency, this noSon has been well-described in other, more generalized 
contexts in academia to understand why companies sell to certain clients and not others. The 
fundamental definiSon of customer a:racSveness is taken from sociological studies on 
relaSonships and social exchange theory (La Rocca et al., 2012). According to this study tradiSon, 
a party's a:racSveness has been widely described as its ability to pique the interest and a:enSon 
of another party (Blau, 1965; Hansen et al., 1982). In this research stream, customer a:racSon 
describes the basic idea that when either the buyer or the seller can draw the relaSonal partner's 
a:enSon, each may do it in a way that can result in greater loyalty and performance in the 
relaSonship. A more cost-effecSve connecSon with the counterpart might result from a shared 
commitment to solve issues and meet demands (La Rocca et al., 2012). While the concept has 
been examined in sociology for some Sme, it is a relaSvely novel noSon to business relaSonship 
research (Mortensen, 2012, p. 1212). More recently, Industrial MarkeSng and Purchasing research 
(IMP) has started to reexamine the concept to explain why suppliers sell to specific customers 
instead of others (Harris et al., 2003; Hüunger et al., 2012; Kragh et al., 2022; La Rocca et al., 
2012; Mortensen, 2012; Ramsay & Wagner, 2009; Schiele et al., 2012; Wilkinson et al., 2005).  

Defini>on of Customer AArac>veness 
In this sense, Harris et al. (2003) define a:racSveness as "the extent to which relaSonal partners 
perceive past, current, future and potenSal partners as professionally appealing in terms of their 
ability to provide superior economic benefits, access to important resources and social 
compaSbility" (Harris et al., 2003, p. 12). This definiSon of a:racSveness sets its focus on the 
percepSon of the present situaSon of relaSonal partners.  
In contrast, Hüunger et al. (2012) argue that customer a:racSveness is influenced by 
expectaSons towards the relaSonship and how it will develop over Sme. Therefore, customer 
a:racSveness (CA) is not only based on present factors but also on expectaSons of the potenSal 
future of the relaSng partners (Ellegaard & Ri:er, 2007; Hüunger et al., 2012). This 
future orientaSon must, therefore, also be considered in the definiSon of customer a:racSveness.  
The different interpretaSons of a:racSveness show that there is not yet one commonly accepted 
definiSon of the term (La Rocca et al., 2012, p. 1242). Nevertheless, two aspects are apparent in 
most understandings of CA: the customer's present and forecasted economic value to the supplier 
and the relaSonal fit of the customer and supplier (La Rocca et al., 2012, p. 1242). Therefore, this 
thesis understands customer a:racSveness as the economic value and relaSonal fit in both the 
supplier’s iniSal percepSon of a potenSal customer before iniSaSng a buyer-supplier relaSonship 
and while maintaining this relaSonship. 
 
Elements of Customer AArac>veness  
In general, the topic of customer a:racSveness is well-studied by several researchers. Ramsay and 
Wagner (2009) present a list of 49 factors that contribute to CA from the perspecSve of the 
supplier firm. Similarly, Hüunger et al. (2012) present a literature review that provides a detailed 
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list of drivers of customer a:racSveness, i.e., market share, demand stability, and Sght personal 
relaSons (Hüunger et al., 2012). These factors can be understood as antecedents of a supplier 
assessing a potenSal buyer and finding a business relaSonship a:racSve. Hence, these customer 
a:racSveness elements can be seen as criteria on which suppliers ex-ante evaluate potenSal 
buyers (Hüunger et al., 2012).  
However, most studies do not consider firms' different contexts and economic realiSes and 
consider customer a:racSveness factors as equally accessible to any venture (Kragh et al., 2022). 
Low-leverage firms that cannot boast high sale volumes may have to consider different 
a:racSveness strategies than global corporaSons (ibid.). 

Table 4: Customer Attractiveness Factors in Existing Literature. Based on Ramsay and Wagner (2009), Hüttinger et al. (2012), and 
Kragh et al. (2022) 

Paper Ramsay and Wagner (2009) Hüttinger et al. (2012) Kragh et al. (2022) 

Economic 
Factors 

Overall profit Market Size Additional sales potential 
Revenue elements Market Share  
Cost elements Growth Rate  
Sales volume Influence on the market  
Sales impact Barrier to entry or exit  
Sales potential Access to new customers / markets  
Payment format Risk sharing  
Windfalls Demand stability  
Lack of negotiating pressure Patent protection  
Risk sharing Level of integration  
Revenue insurance Political risk  
Demand stability Market stability  
Forecast reliability Margins  
Early R&D involvement Price/volume  
Financial probity Cost elements  
Market access Value creation  
 Leveraging factors (economies of 

scale, experience) 
 

 Capacity utilization  
 Negotiating pressure  

Resource 
Factors 

Supplier learning opportunities Standardization of product Supplier learning 
Low modification rate Dependence Feedback to suppliers 
Appropriately trained staff Level of transaction-specific assets Feedback on supplier's 

roadmap 
Institutional access Customer's ability to cope with 

changes 
Product improvement 
suggestions 

Market information Depth of skills Product access for suppliers 
Competitor sales support Types of technological skills  Sharing of roadmap with 

suppliers 
Supplier independence/power Commitment to innovation General technological 

discussions and feedback 
 Buyer dependence/power Knowledge transfer  
 Interest commonality Supplier training and field visits  
 Diversification facilitation Early R&D involvement  
 Customer-led innovation and joint improvement  
 Supplier-led innovation support   

 Reputation   
 

Social 
Factors 

Good inter-organizational staff 
relations 

Possibilities for face-to-face contact Continuity in contacts 

Personal preferences Supplier participation in internal 
teams 

Contacts from different 
functions 

Personal motivation Tight personal relations Frequent visits 
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Paper Ramsay and Wagner (2009) Hüttinger et al. (2012) Kragh et al. (2022) 
Personal meetings Familiarity Road trips to suppliers 
Contact stability Similarity Regular meetings 
Long-term interactions Behavior  
Roles and responsibilities Communication  
Performance feedback Information exchange  

 Joint teams   
 Fairness   
 Independence/power   
 Customer attentiveness   
 Fairness   
 Trustworthiness   
 Receptiveness to supplier ideas   
Application 
Limitation 

None Specified None Specified Low-leverage firms, especially 
start-ups 

 
Table 4 shows three broad categories of customer a:racSveness factors: economic, resource, and 
social. As recognizable in Table 4 and argued by Kragh et al. (2022), low-leverage firms like start-
ups usually cannot rely on economic factors to become a:racSve customers for their suppliers 
and thus have to hone in on resource and social factors to build supplier relaSonships. IllustraSng 
this view and contrasSng Ramsay and Wagner (2009) and Hüunger et al. (2012), La Rocca and 
Snehota (2021) argue that customer a:racSveness for start-ups is based on elements that differ 
from those found in research on established businesses. For example, the expected business 
volume may not necessarily be deciding factor of customer a:racSveness for start-ups in supplier 
relaSonships (La Rocca & Snehota, 2021, p. 408). These differences in dimensions of customer 
a:racSveness occur because the economic factors of customer a:racSveness are most o`en 
negligible among start-ups. Hence, researchers must consider different a:racSveness dimensions 
to explain why suppliers collaborate with a parScular new venture and not another. To this end, 
La Rocca et al. (2012) idenSfy four dimensions of a:racSveness for start-ups: development 
potenSal, inSmacy, relaSonal fit, and profitability (La Rocca et al., 2012). 
While the elements of customer a:racSveness shown in Table 4 help to understand what makes 
a buying firm an a:racSve customer for suppliers, it does not indicate what buyers can do to 
elevate how their (potenSal) suppliers perceive them. Tanskanen and Aminoff (2015) give insight 
into this in a mulSple-case study of BSR dyads (Tanskanen & Aminoff, 2015). In their paper, the 
authors argue for four disSnct categories of a:racSveness that firms can improve to become more 
appealing customers. Similar to the categorizaSon shown in Table 4 and in many other studies on 
customer a:racSveness, Tanskanen and Aminoff (2015) disSnguish economic-based 
a:racSveness, behavior-based a:racSveness, resource-based a:racSveness, and bridging-based 
a:racSveness (Tanskanen & Aminoff, 2015). From this, the authors argue that a company seeking 
to improve its appeal to a supplier should first understand what that supplier finds appealing 
before adopSng the cost-benefit perspecSve. At this point, the business should explore all the 
potenSal ways to increase its appeal and concentrate on the components with the best cost-
benefit raSos (Tanskanen & Aminoff, 2015). While the authors show that the popular belief is that 
becoming more appealing customers is only possible by growing the economic a:racSveness, 
companies may be wise to employ more cost-effecSve strategies (Tanskanen & Aminoff, 2015). 
These low-cost strategies aimed at becoming more a:racSve customers may be especially vital 
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for nascent businesses. Due to start-ups' liabiliSes of newness and smallness, suppliers could be 
too cauSous when cooperaSng with start-up companies, while simply increasing the economic 
benefits for their suppliers through higher business volumes are untenable in the short term. Thus, 
the difficulty for emerging businesses is persuading suppliers that working with them would result 
in more rewards than risks. Therefore, to secure crucial strategic supplier commitment and 
collaboraSon, emerging businesses must boost their customer a:racSveness by overcoming a 
supplier's perceived collaboraSve risk (Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021, pp. 1290–1291). La Rocca and 
Snehota (2021) argue that start-ups can increase their customer a:racSveness by focusing on 
stressing to potenSal suppliers that these suppliers can benefit from collaboraSon through gaining 
sSmuli to innovate, reputaSonal benefits, and personal saSsfacSon from interacSons (La Rocca & 
Snehota, 2021, p. 410). At the same Sme, La Rocca & Snehota (2021) also stress that the weight 
of a:racSveness factors is hardly generalizable, and the context of the supplier-buyer relaSonship 
determines the importance and influence of disSncSve a:racSveness factors. Similar results are 
found by Jenkins and Holcomb (2021), who idenSfy five disSnct strategies employed by start-ups 
for increasing customer a:racSveness. These include “(1) selling on growth potenSal, (2) showing 
commitment to innovaSon, (3) cooperaSng with suppliers on soluSons, (4) being proacSve, and 
(5) including suppliers in internal teams to convince suppliers to commit financial investment 
required to support collaboraSon” (Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021, p. 1300). 
However, Jenkins and Holcomb’s (2021) paper shows that even if the start-up company employs 
these strategies well, it does not always mean customer a:racSveness will increase. The authors 
stress a lack of legiSmacy and reputaSon as one of the frequently encountered barriers to 
supplier-relaSonship building (Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021). Nevertheless, the authors concede that 
nascent businesses can leverage “exisSng social Ses and immediate trust” to “posiSvely moderate 
the effecSveness of their relaSonship-building pracSces”  (Jenkins & Holcomb, 2021, p. 1307). The 
role of personal relaSonships and trust in these interfirm relaSonships will thus be explored in the 
next secSon. Before, Table 5 sums up the most criScal aspects of customer a:racSveness in the 
context of FMCG start-ups and their BSRs. 

Table 5: Key Factors of Customer Attractiveness Concerning BSRs in FMCG Start-ups 

Finding Reference 
Plethora of CA elements available to consider  Kragh et al. (2022), Mortensen (2012), 

Ramsay and Wagner (2009) 
Significance of specific CA elements depends on 
their context 

La Rocca and Snehota (2021), Tanskanen 
and Aminoff (2015) 

Start-ups’ CA factors differ from established 
companies 

La Rocca and Snehota (2021), Jenkins 
and Holcomb (2021) 

Economic CA factors are often rather negative for 
start-ups 

Kragh et al. (2022), La Rocca and Snehota 
(2021), La Rocca et al. (2012) 

Start-ups need to employ non-economic tactics to 
boost their CA 

Kragh et al. (2022), Jenkins and Holcomb 
(2021), La Rocca and Snehota (2021) 

Personal, interfirm relationships may enhance 
effectiveness of BSRs 

Jenkins and Holcomb (2021) 
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2.6. Role of Personal Rela=onships and Social Capital 
To complement the a:racSveness-building-strategies portrayed in secSon 2.5, Ellegaard et al. 
(2003) argue that personal relaSonship management is an essenSal aspect of BSRs as it is a 
significant factor in building inter-organizaSonal trust (Ellegaard et al., 2003, p. 354). Personal 
relaSonships in professional seungs refer to interpersonal connecSons between execuSves of 
two firms (Adobor, 2006). Leveraging interpersonal connecSons can be especially beneficial in 
buyer-supplier relaSonship seungs. According to Doney and Cannon (1997), the growth of such 
personal relaSonships across firms boosts the frequency of communicaSon and fosters trust by 
giving customers a chance to confidently forecast the supplier's future behavior (Doney & Cannon, 
1997). Social capital theory forms a theoreScal basis for this construct. 
In their 1998 seminal paper, Nahapiet and Ghoshal describe social capital “as the sum of the actual 
and potenSal resources embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of 
relaSonships possessed by an individual or social unit” (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, 243). They 
furthermore idenSfy three dimensions of social capital: structural, cogniSve, and relaSonal capital 
(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). 
Structural capital refers to the impersonal arrangement of connecSons between individuals or 
enSSes. It describes the general pa:ern of connecSons between actors and the modes and 
frequencies of communicaSon between two actors. In essence, structural capital portrays whom 
you can contact and how you can reach them (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Based on Schiele et al. 
(2015), Jääskeläinen et al. (2022) suggest that traits of structural capital, such as regular customer 
contact and meeSngs, ease of cooperaSon, and having a designated point of contact, enable the 
supplier to have a be:er business relaSonship with the purchasing company and vice versa. 
CogniSve capital, on the other hand, refers to shared languages, codes, and goals. CogniSve capital 
aids in prevenSng misunderstandings, while suppliers are more interested in forging business Ses 
with buyers when there are common aims (Jääskeläinen et al., 2022; Patrucco et al., 2020). 
Furthermore, cogniSve capital also includes a cultural dimension, such as geographical proximity 
(Hüunger et al., 2014), that can posiSvely or negaSvely influence a BSR depending on the actors' 
similariSes in this dimension. Lastly, relaSonal capital “focuses on the parScular relaSons people 
have, such as respect and friendship, that influence their behavior” (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, 
p. 244). The concept further relates to the assets that a company can leverage from its 
relaSonships with other companies, for example, building trust in personal relaSonships between 
employees involved in BSR dyads. Hence, social capital can be used as a framework for the analysis 
of resource and social customer a:racSveness elements.  

2.7. Personal Rela=onships in BSR Dyads in Start-ups 
This building of trust through interpersonal relaSonships can have several benefits.  
Kanter (1994) claimed that interpersonal connecSons among people working for different 
companies encourage sharing of perSnent informaSon. This informaSon sharing enables partners 
to understand one another's intenSons and interests and encourages cooperaSve behavior, 
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thereby overcoming some of the limitaSons formal contracts entail (Kanter, 1994). Similar results 
were found in a study by Gligor and Holcomb (2013), based on which the authors argue that 
intra-firm personal relaSonships can enhance trust through more effecSve communicaSon (Gligor 
& Holcomb, 2013). Informal personal relaSonships can also help resolve minor conflicts before 
they escalate into significant legal disputes (Bu: & Ahmad, 2019; Kanter, 1994). Furthermore, 
frequent interacSon between two parSes results in commitment between buyer and supplier, 
creaSng value for both parSes and enhancing customer a:racSveness by the buying side (Kragh 
et al., 2022). Moreover, personal relaSonships across firms can even yield higher business volumes 
(Gligor & Holcomb, 2013). In essence, personal relaSonships o`en act as an antecedent to build 
interfirm-level trust and commitment and enable effecSve communicaSon, enhancing customer 
a:racSveness in BSRs (Tanskanen & Aminoff, 2015). 
For start-ups, leveraging interpersonal relaSonships could offset a lack of legiSmacy and other 
liabiliSes of smallness and newness, as the interpersonal relaSonship could vouch for the start-
ups’ trustworthiness. ExisSng literature supports this hypothesis, albeit focusing on established 
ventures. Bu: and Ahmad (2019) argue that the “interpersonal relaSonships between managers 
o`en provide the basis for strong iniSal trust for a firm to determine whether prospecSve partners 
are trustworthy“ (Bu:, 2018, p. 141, ciSng Zaheer et al., 1998). According to Volkoff et al. (1999), 
personal connecSons between people are beneficial when it comes to iniSaSng a dialogue 
between potenSally partnering businesses (Volkoff et al., 1999). IniSaSng business relaSonships 
through exisSng personal relaSonships works by providing firms a prompt to explore possibiliSes 
to enter into long-term intra-firm relaSonships (Xin & Pearce, 1996). Following this logic, start-ups 
could use exisSng personal relaSonships as a way to make themselves become more a:racSve 
customers in the eye of their suppliers. However, evidence supporSng this method is scant. Some 
anecdotal evidence suggests that building personal relaSonships with suppliers is a successful 
strategy for start-ups to culSvate their first buyer-supplier relaSonship (Giraldo-Diaz & Fuerst, 
2019). Yet empirical, peer-reviewed research in the domain is slim. Consequently, this thesis will 
therefore invesSgate this hypothesis in detail.  
Nevertheless, Table 6 provides an overview of the current research findings regarding the role of 
personal relaSonships concerning BSRs in FMCG start-ups. 

Table 6: Key Findings of the Role of Personal Relationships Concerning BSRs in FMCG Start-ups 
Finding Reference 

Characteristics of BSR dyads can be analyzed regarding 
their structural, cognitive, and relational embeddedness 

Jääskeläinen et al. (2022), Nahapiet 
and Ghoshal (1998) 

Personal relationships across firms boost the frequency 
of communication and foster trust 

Kanter (1994), Doney and Cannon 
(1997), Ellegaard et al. (2003) 

Personal relationships can vouch for trustworthiness in 
intra-firm relationships 

Butt & Ahmad (2019)  

Personal relationships provide prompts for initiating 
interfirm relationships  

Xin and Pearce (1996), Giraldo-Diaz 
and Fuerst (2019) 
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3. Synthesis and Preliminary Research Model 
Based on the previous literature review, this thesis proposes a preliminary research model to 
describe key influencing factors that govern the process of iniSaSon and maintenance of supplier 
relaSonships in FMCG start-ups. Figure 3 shows this preliminary research model. 

 
Figure 3: Preliminary Research Model. Own visualization. 

The model includes the following key relaSonships:  

• LiabiliSes of smallness and newness broadly affect the customer a:racSveness of FMCG 
start-ups to potenSal suppliers. These liabiliSes include limited financial and other 
resources, an inherent lack of legiSmacy, and collaboraSon risks. At the same Sme, these 
start-ups can present their potenSal suppliers with the opportunity to access new markets 
and offer innovaSon potenSal.  

• The influence of smallness and newness on customer a:racSveness elements can be seen 
in three categories of customer a:racSveness. The influence of economic customer 
a:racSveness may be manifested by potenSal suppliers possibly being hesitant to work 
with start-ups that do not have an established track record of success and lack the market 
penetraSon that makes a collaboraSon financially a:racSve. Furthermore, start-ups may 
be unable to offer the same level of payment security or volume commitments as larger, 
more established companies. At the same Sme, the growth and innovaSon potenSals of 
start-ups may be a:racSve to potenSal suppliers. 
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• The influence of resource and social customer a:racSveness elements in start-ups 
depends on the specific context. In some cases, these elements may act as posiSve 
moderators that enhance the a:racSveness of start-ups to potenSal suppliers, i.e., 
through informal, non-hierarchical communicaSon channels or frequent personal 
interacSon. In other cases, they may act as negaSve moderators that decrease 
a:racSveness. 

• Resource and social customer a:racSveness elements can be analyzed through the 
framework of social capital theory. Social capital, parScularly personal interfirm 
relaSonships, can moderate the impact of resource and social customer a:racSveness 
elements. For example, a start-up may be able to leverage exisSng personal relaSonships 
with suppliers or industry contacts to overcome some of the liabiliSes of smallness and 
newness by having interpersonal contacts vouch for the trustworthiness of the start-up. 
Moreover, personal relaSonships may facilitate informal communicaSon and reduce 
complexity within the buyer-supplier relaSonship. 

• BSR dependency, or the extent to which a start-up relies on a parScular supplier for key 
resources or inputs, as well as a supplier relying on the start-up as a revenue source, can 
both posiSvely and negaSvely moderate the impact of economic customer a:racSveness 
elements. For example, a start-up may be willing to accept less favorable payment terms 
if it is highly dependent on a parScular supplier for criScal inputs. This makes the start-up 
more a:racSve for the supplier. At the same Sme, start-ups may become less a:racSve 
customers when the supplier operates in a highly compeSSve market and is dependent on 
the start-up to buy its products.   

Overall, this model highlights the complex interplay of factors that influence the iniSaSon of 
supplier relaSonships in FMCG start-ups. While smallness and newness can be significant barriers 
to entry, start-ups may be able to leverage other factors, such as social capital and BSR 
dependency, to overcome these challenges and establish successful supplier relaSonships. In the 
data gathering secSon of this thesis, the presented preliminary model forms the basis of the 
interview guideline and is thus tested in a pracScal seung. 
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4. Research Design 
As portrayed in secSon 2.5, the concept of customer a:racSveness is well described in recent 
publicaSons. Plenty of studies have explored factors of customer a:racSveness in BSRs, both in 
established firms and in new ventures. This literature would prompt a more quanStaSve approach 
to further describe the phenomenon of successful start-ups overcoming liabiliSes of smallness 
and newness in the supply chain. However, the focus of this research is not lying on measuring 
the relaSve influence of individual customer a:racSveness factors. Instead, the goal of this 
research is to understand the underlying mechanisms at play in building effecSve buyer-supplier 
relaSonships in start-ups. While some aspects of this problem have been studied in detail 
(compare secSons 2.2 to 2.5), the relaSonal behavior of start-ups and their employees, as well as 
the role of personal relaSonships across firms in buyer-supplier pairings, in parScular, has been 
understudied (see secSon 2.6).  
Given the limited amount of published research in this specific domain, an exploraSve research 
method is fiung appropriately to invesSgate the process of iniSaSng supplier relaSonships in 
start-ups in pracSce. A case study approach is most suitable for this type of research seung. Case 
studies have been widely used as one of the most popular research methods in social sciences, 
like business and management studies (Ponelis, 2015). Since this thesis deals with conSnuous 
processes whose essenSal actors are under development and the limits of the phenomena of 
interest are not well defined, this research project employed a case study methodology (Yin, 
2003). Specifically, a business was chosen whose founders and key personnel were willing to 
parScipate in the data collecSon and grant access to their suppliers out of theoreScal 
consideraSon. This research design allowed the author of this thesis to take advantage of the 
researcher’s posiSon within the firm, allowing access to key personnel (Miles et al., 2014). The 
case study research design is appropriate for invesSgaSng the selected cases in depth and offers 
excellent data collecSon possibiliSes with detailed analyses of the steps undertaken during the 
process (Ponelis, 2015). Moreover, this research approach allows this thesis to gather in-depth 
insights and generate a detailed enough descripSon that can be applied to comparable 
circumstances (Merriam, 2009; Ponelis, 2015). 

4.1. Sampling and Data Collec=on 
Specifically, this research project analyzed the French start-up La Fourche and their German 
subsidiary Ackerherz. Founded in 2018, La Fourche is a business-to-consumer (B2C), 
subscripSon-based online food retailer offering up to 50% discount on everyday organic food 
items (La Fourche, 2022). As a food retailer, La Fourche relies on a network of suppliers from 
France and other European countries. As the company has been in operaSon for four years, it has 
undergone the iniSaSon and maintenance of mulSple start-up-supplier relaSonships. Since the 
company has experienced decent success in France, it has expanded operaSons to Germany, 
launching its subsidiary Ackerherz for the German market in September 2022 (Ackerherz, 2022).  
Therefore, the analysis of both La Fourche's and Ackerherz' supplier relaSonships offered the 
unique opportunity to contrast the iniSaSon of supplier relaSonships in two different market 
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environments and different development stages yet with very similar product offers and equal 
business models. At the same Sme, both La Fourche and Ackerherz rely on mulSple suppliers. 
Because of this seung, more than one supplier-start-up dyad could be analyzed in detail. Hence, 
a mulSple-case study approach was used. This approach allows researchers to examine variaSons 
both within and between cases via a mulSple case study. ReplicaSon of findings across cases is 
the aim. The instances must be carefully picked since comparisons will be made, allowing this 
thesis to anScipate either consistent findings across cases or inconsistent results based on a 
hypothesis (Baxter & Jack, 2015; Yin, 2003). 
Data collecSon for the case study centered around a series of interviews with La Fourche and 
Ackerherz senior execuSves and their suppliers. Specifically, interviews were conducted with La 
Fourche's founding team, including the co-founding Chief ExecuSve Officer and Chief OperaSons 
Officer, the Head of Offering and Supplier RelaSonships, senior employees of the offering team, 
and two execuSves of their suppliers. For Ackerherz, an interview with the CEO was conducted, 
as well as interviews with four execuSves of all of Ackerherz’ suppliers at the Sme of the 
interviews. 
This sample was chosen to cover mulSple angles and experiences of the same events. This 
approach aimed at gaining a holisSc perspecSve on the processes that had taken place and were 
sSll underway at La Fourche and Ackerherz concerning their supply chain management acSviSes. 
The CEO of La Fourche was interviewed to gain a macro perspecSve on the iniSaSon of La 
Fourche’s first supply channels and the development of supplier relaSonships. By interviewing the 
CEO as well as the COO, this research project was able to compare the intricacies of BSR building 
at different stages of a start-up, as well as with different kinds of suppliers. While the CEO of 
La Fourche had expert knowledge of the product suppliers that supply La Fourche with groceries 
to be sold to the end-consumer, the Chief OperaSons Officer displayed intricate knowledge about 
the relaSonship with transportaSon service suppliers and third-party logisScs suppliers. 
Therefore, interviewing both subjects enabled this thesis to analyze not only supplier relaSonships 
of a parScular industry but broaden the analysis and evaluate supplier relaSonships with start-ups 
in a slightly different context. By interviewing both the CEO and COO, the analysis of the La 
Fourche case covered not only the relaSonships with its end-product suppliers but also service 
suppliers in the form of parcel transportaSon providers. 
Moreover, this approach made it possible to learn from the founders’ experience of convincing 
the very first supplier to collaborate with La Fourche and exploring experiences of negoSaSng with 
new suppliers at the Sme of the interviews, five years a`er the start-up’s launch. To uncover more 
recent experiences and detailed day-to-day pracSces in La Fourche’s supplier relaSonship 
management was discussed with La Fourche’s Head of Offering as well as two other execuSves of 
the purchasing team. ExecuSves of La Fourche’s most important suppliers were interviewed to 
gain insights into the suppliers’ perspecSve on the relaSonship with La Fourche compared to 
other, more established buying companies. For Ackerherz, the same general approach was taken 
in regard to interviewing both Ackerherz' head personnel and execuSves of their German 
suppliers. Due to their smaller staff size, Ackerherz interviews were only held with the 
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General Manager, who was the only execuSve entrusted with a procurement role at the Sme. 
In total, twelve interviews were conducted.  
Interviewing both La Fourche and Ackerherz execuSves, as well as their respecSve suppliers, 
served two purposes. First, it allows a comparison of BSR iniSaSon and management at different 
stages of start-ups at different maturity stages yet operaSng in the same industry, offering 
essenSally the same services and products. Second, interviewing separate relaSonship dyads 
enabled the exposure of personality-dependent factors that may influence the relaSonship 
between start-up and supplier but are specific to an individual person. Interviewing execuSves in 
similar roles working at different companies thus made it possible to account for intricacies in the 
relaSonal behavior of individuals in these interfirm relaSonships. Table 7 details the interview 
sample and the purpose of the individual interviews. 

Table 7: Interview Sample and Purpose 
Token Interviewee  Interview Purpose / Goal 
Exec 1 Senior Level Executive at La Fourche Explore strategic perspective process of 

initiation and maturation of BSRs  
Exec 2 Senior Level Executive at La Fourche Explore practical perspective of process 

of initiation and maturation of BSRs 
Exec 3 Senior Level Executive, Offering and 

Sourcing at La Fourche 
Explore process of professionalization of 
sourcing department and BSR strategy  

Exec 4 Senior Sourcing Manager at La Fourche 
(1/2) 

Explore current state of BSRs at 
La Fourche 

Exec 5 Senior Sourcing Manager La Fourche (2/2) Explore current state of BSRs at 
La Fourche 

Sup 1 Director Wholesaler / Long-Term Supplier 
for La Fourche  

Explore current state of BSR dyads at 
La Fourche from wholesale supplier 
perspective 

Sup 2 Account Manager Producer / Long-Term 
Supplier for La Fourche 

Explore current state of BSR dyads at 
La Fourche from supplier perspective 

Exec 6 Senior Level Executive at Ackerherz Explore process of initiation and 
maturation of BSRs in early-stage start-up 

Sup 3 Sales Representative at Wholesaler-
Supplier for Ackerherz (1/3) 

Explore BSRs with early-stage start-up 
from supplier perspective 

Sup 4 Account Manager at Wholesaler-Supplier 
for Ackerherz (2/3) 

Explore BSRs with early-stage start-up 
from supplier perspective 

Sup 5 Account Manager at Wholesale-Supplier 
for Ackerherz (3/3) 

Explore BSRs with early-stage start-up 
from supplier perspective 

Sup 6 Account Manager at Producer-Supplier for 
Ackerherz  

Explore BSRs with early-stage start-up 
from supplier perspective 
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4.2. Interview Design 
The interview guideline was created based on the literature-based theoreScal foundaSon of the 
thesis, adopSng an approach described by Bogner et al. (2014). This literature-based theoreScal 
foundaSon enables the interview to be sufficiently exploratory while assuring an effecSve 
dialogue. As asking the experts direct research quesSons is impracScal, Kaiser (2014) suggests 
operaSonalizing the research quesSons. This operaSonalizaSon aims to ensure that the data from 
the interviews is comparable to the theoreScal framework of this thesis during the evaluaSon. 
Hence, the interview guideline served as a means of translaSng the theoreScal framework of this 
thesis into the context of the expert's pracScal experience (Kaiser, 2014). Specifically, the 
interview guideline translated all parts of the research model described in chapter 3 into 
discussion points of the interviews. Consequently, the interviews included quesSons on the 
industry context of the interviewees’ respecSve companies, their buyer- or supplier-relaSonships 
and associated challenges, the percepSon of customer a:racSveness in the interviewees' 
companies, social capital in their BSRs, as well as the influence of personal relaSonships.  
As the interview partners represent various business funcSons within their respecSve companies, 
they have varying degrees of knowledge in the different sub-topics of this research project and 
diverse areas of experSse. Hence, the interview guideline was adapted to account for the 
interviewees’ respecSve competencies and backgrounds. However, the core subjects stayed the 
same. Prior to the iniSal interview, the interview employed pilot tesSng of the interview guideline 
to ensure that the quesSons, structure, and funcSoning of the interview guide were 
straighxorward and working proficiently (Kaiser, 2014). Weaknesses in the guideline were 
discovered through a conversaSon with a test parScipant before the study's execuSon, and the 
required revisions were implemented without misrepresenSng or hurSng the study's findings 
(Turner, 2010). Annex 1: Interview Guideline shows the final interview guideline. 

4.3. Data Analysis 
To systemaScally capture the essence of the conducted interviews, this thesis applied the 
commonly used rule-based qualitaSve content analysis described by Mayring and Fenzl (2019). 
Before analyzing the interviews, the audio files of the interviews were first transcribed using the 
semi-automated audio transcripSon so`ware Trint. The interviews were transcribed using literal 
transcripSon rules based on the descripSon by Kuckartz (2018). Error! Reference source not f
ound. details the applied transcripSon rules. 
A`er the rule-based transcripSon of all interviews, the interviews were coded and analyzed 
primarily using a deducSve interview coding approach described by Skjo: Linneberg and 
Korsgaard (2019). The basis of this structure was built on the theoreScal groundwork of this thesis, 
aggregated in the preliminary research model (see chapter 3). The code system was then 
redefined to determine addiSonal categories that became apparent during the analysis of the 
interviews. Hence, the final code system combines both deducSve and inducSve approaches, 
resulSng in a blended approach most commonly used in the qualitaSve content analysis of 
interview material (Skjo: Linneberg & Korsgaard, 2019). This code structure was subsequently 
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applied to all transcripts using the so`ware Atlas.4. While the goal of this coding structure is to 
categorize the interview material as precisely as possible, these categories are not mutually 
exclusive in all cases. Especially in regard to resource and social factors of customer a:racSveness, 
some overlap with codes concerning social capital was tolerated to adequately portray the spirit 
of the interview results. 
Figure 4 visualizes the final code structure. Chapters 5 to 7 portray the results of the interviews. 

 
Figure 4: Interview Coding Structure. Own illustration. 
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5. Interview Results – La Fourche 
To sufficiently comprehend buyer-supplier relaSonships at La Fourche and Ackerherz, the 
following chapters detail the results of the conducted interviews, as outlined in chapter 4. 
SeparaSng both cases, chapter 5 portrays the interview results of the relaSonship dyads 
concerning La Fourche before Ackerherz’ BSRs are detailed in chapter 6. Then, this thesis 
compares both cases in chapter 7. 
The following three chapters are structured as follows: The first subsecSon describes the 
situaSonal context of the interviewees and their respecSve companies. This context is essenSal 
to avoid misinterpretaSon of the statements given by the interviewees. Following the coding 
structure outlined in Figure 4 and detailed in Error! Reference source not found., this subchapter p
ortrays the personal and professional background of the interviewees, the experienced industry 
pressures, and the customs of the organic food industry. It further depicts the intricacies of 
working for or with start-ups and manifestaSons of liabiliSes of smallness and newness. 
AddiSonally, it describes accounts of the sourcing strategy of the start-ups and characterizaSons 
of the buyer-supplier relaSonships as experienced and stated by the interviewees. Following the 
situaSonal context, the interview results regarding the relaSonship iniSaSon process and BSR 
dependency are portrayed in detail. The subsequent secSon depicts the respondent’s answers 
concerning customer a:racSveness, social capital, their ranking of factor importance, and the 
business effect of personal relaSonships.  
To demonstrate the results of the interviews, the following chapters use direct quotaSons and 
indirect citaSons of the interview transcripts, indicaSng the interviewee and the number of the 
paragraph of the respecSve interview transcript the citaSon refers to. The name tokens in these 
citaSons refer to the individual interviewees, as described in Table 7. Before describing the 
interview results of the La Fourche case in detail, Figure 5 gives an overview of the most significant 
interview results. The interview results that differ significantly from the Ackerherz case are marked 
in red and discussed in detail in chapter 7. 

Figure 5: Thematic Map of Interview Results, La Fourche Case. Own illustration 
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5.1. Situa=onal Context 
The interviewees can be allocated into three typical backgrounds. La Fourche’s most senior 
personnel had neither a specific background in either purchasing, sourcing, nor in operaSons. 
AddiSonally, they had no exisSng personal or professional relaSonships in the organic food 
industry or e-commerce (cf. Exec 1, 11, 44; Exec 2, 11). However, the senior staff of the purchasing 
team of La Fourche did have rather extensive backgrounds and pre-exisSng relaSonships in the 
food industry, if not specifically in the organic food industry. Before joining La Fourche, these 
employees worked at some of the largest supermarket chains in France (cf. Exec 4, 15; Exec 3, 14), 
or in start-ups in the cosmeScs industry (cf. Exec 5, 15).  
Similarly, the interviewees working at La Fourche’s suppliers also had extensive professional 
experiences in the food industry (cf. Sup 1, 12; Sup 2, 20).  
 
CompleSng the portrayal of an industry that is relaSvely small but well-connected within itself, 
where “everyone knows each other and stays in the organic market, exchanging contacts” 
(Exec 3, 86), the French respondents stated that in the organics industry, people have “pre:y good 
relaSonships all around” (Sup 1, 60). This interconnectedness of the industry leads to a basic level 
of trust between most buyers and suppliers across the industry (cf. Sup 1, 62). At the same Sme, 
the actors in the industry were described as paying parScular a:enSon to beliefs, norms, and 
personal judgments of industry players. The interviewees described an industry that highly 
regards authenScity and company values, more so than other industries (cf. Exec 1, 65).  
 
Against this background of the importance of values and relaSonships, the interviewees described 
an overarching climate of tough economic Smes experienced by the organics industry. However, 
La Fourche itself may have benefi:ed in some regards from the inflaSonary Smes, as their 
compeStors “made less turnover than the year before, while [La Fourche] made 30% more 
turnover” (Exec 4, 75). In this way, this presented an opportunity for the expansion of La Fourche’s 
business as their suppliers “[wanted] the market to expand obviously because they feel the pains 
of the industry” (Exec 1, 32). At the same Sme, the inflaSonary situaSon also created a strain on 
the buyer-supplier relaSonships as negoSaSons someSmes turned into existenSal quesSons: 
 

In nego4a4ons, it's always very difficult, especially when we have this infla4on 4me that we have 
now. You have to understand which supplier is going to take advantage of the infla4on and which 
one is really in a bad situa4on. (Exec 5, 32) 
 
I'm preKy sure that within five years, at least five brands will just go bankrupt. So it’s difficult to 
ask them to lower their prices or to ques4on the price increase on their side. (Exec 5, 105) 

 
Even with the external economic pressures and strenuous price negoSaSons, both the suppliers 
and La Fourche execuSves described the relaSonships almost exclusively as very posiSve 
(cf. Exec 1, 16; Exec 4, 19; Exec 5, 19; Sup 2, 24). La Fourche views their supplier relaSonships not 
only as a transacSonal means to an end but more like “long-term partnerships” and tries to create 
“win-win situaSons” (Exec 3, 16; cf. Exec 5, 101). In some instances, the buyer-supplier 
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relaSonships were characterized as collaboraSons instead of transacSonal business relaSonships 
(cf. Exec 1, 16; Exec 5, 19-23; Sup 1, 16). Therefore, La Fourche was also interested in the long-
term success of their suppliers:  
 

Even in years of high infla4on, we try to find the best agreement for both par4es. So, we act as 
nego4ators, but we try not to be too hard on the supplier. We aim to find a compromise. (Exec 3, 16) 

 
However, this long-term thinking differed significantly regarding La Fourche’s relaSonships with its 
transportaSon service providers. Here, the opposite was the case, as Exec 2 described how they 
“change[d] providers pre:y o`en […], on average [changing] providers at least once every six 
months” (Exec 2, 15). This was done to maintain a high quality of service and negoSate the best 
prices, but also to be taken seriously by the service providers (cf. Exec 2, 15-20). 
 
The interviewees depicted La Fourche’s sourcing strategy as based on two main aspects. The first 
aspect concerned the type of supplier the company worked with. Depending on a parScular 
product’s volume, La Fourche bought their products from a wholesaler or directly from the 
producer (cf. Exec 4, 27). Secondly, La Fourche sold two types of products: naSonal brands and 
their private label products, marketed as La Fourche brand products (cf. Exec 4, 35). While the 
relaSonships with the naSonal brands were usually less engaging, the relaSonships with private 
label suppliers were the ones that felt like collaboraSons to La Fourche’s employees (cf. Exec 4, 
23; Exec 5, 19-23).  
Puung somewhat of a strain on its BSRs, La Fourche faced the challenge of phasing out naSonal 
brands in some categories in favor of their private label products while conSnuing to work with 
the same suppliers for other products or even taking them on as the producers of their own 
private label products (cf. Exec 5, 52).  
Overcoming these challenges of their sourcing strategy required high-quality relaSonships with 
their suppliers. The quality of La Fourche’s supplier relaSonships was supported by a two-folded 
sourcing strategy with disSnct objecSves: “one to push our private label products and give space 
to [La Fourche’s] own brand. But it’s also a way to select and push our partners” (Exec 1, 16). By 
selecSng exclusive suppliers for parScular product categories, La Fourche was able to eliminate 
category-specific compeSSon for their suppliers they experienced at other organic shops and push 
“sales to one specific, trusted brand” (Exec 1, 16). With this strategy, La Fourche changed the 
nature of the buyer-supplier relaSonships because the suppliers “feel that they have some 
privilege because they have been selected by [La Fourche],” which “influences negoSaSons as this 
gives a certain leverage and […] influences the relaSonships” (Exec 1, 16). This enabled La Fourche 
to have a “different, direct discussion” with their suppliers by being able to highlight to their 
suppliers that they would not “have the two main compeStors that [their suppliers] usually have” 
(Exec 1, 70). 
AddiSonal aspects of La Fourche’s sourcing strategy included the company's aim to subsStute 
about 25% of the products in their catalog per year (cf. Exec 3, 24). This pracSce created a specific 
dynamic and opportunity to access new products without cannibalizing exisSng products and 
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negoSaSng be:er prices. This product sourcing strategy was similar to the service provider 
sourcing strategy, which also resulted in frequent changes in the service providers (cf. Exec 2, 15). 
Furthermore, Exec 3 stated that they recently decided to work only with one wholesaler going 
forward, along with the plethora of producers the start-up sources their product catalog from (cf. 
Exec 3, 58). This decision allowed La Fourche to negoSate be:er purchasing prices, streamline its 
operaSons, and focus its resources on that one partnership (cf. Exec 3, 58). 
Lastly, besides the wholesaler, La Fourche aims to work with mid-sized suppliers instead of very 
large or very small partners, reducing the collaboraSon risk for both sides and improving 
commercial condiSons (cf. Exec 5, 28). 
 
At the point of the interviews, La Fourche employees reported only a small number of instances 
where its employees felt the constrains of being a start-up and the associated liabiliSes of 
smallness. The instances where these challenges did appear concerned the relaSonships with its 
logisScs service providers. For La Fourche, the most recent issue was finding transportaSon 
providers who were ready to commit sufficient resources to La Fourche to be able to absorb their 
vastly increasing parcel volume (cf. Exec 2, 76). ComplicaSng this challenge were precisely the 
liabiliSes of being “a young company; [La Fourche] could be bankrupt tomorrow or [they] could 
just have flat growth for the next two years” (Exec 2, 76). 
In the product procurement department, the challenge did not occur any longer. Sup 2 noted that 
in his percepSon, “it's not really a young company […], because they are really thinking like a big 
company, they are structured like a nice company” (Sup 2, 40).  
While the issues associated with being a young and small company did not presently occur, La 
Fourche execuSve did recall its growing pains, summing it up by saying: “When you’re small, you 
don’t ma:er. That was the main challenge at the beginning” (Exec 2, 40). This meant that they 
could not create the assortment they wanted and could not work with specific brands they wanted 
(cf. Exec 1, 53). It further meant having to accept smaller margins because of a lack of purchasing 
power and thus “very li:le bargaining power in total” (Exec 1, 53). In turn, their lack of bargaining 
power and uncommon business model shut the company out from working with several suppliers 
as some in the industry feared that La Fourche would start a price war (cf. Exec 3, 32).  
 

We wanted to keep our business model hidden. It was complicated and unproven at the beginning 
because of the pricing discount we offer. One of the largest suppliers we had back then quit aUer 
two or three months because they saw our prices. They said, "I'm not delivering to you in two 
months; I'm quiYng." At the very beginning, it was really difficult because we were very small and 
unproven. (Exec 1, 36).  
 

Overcoming this challenge meant a lot of explaining the business model and reassuring their 
suppliers that La Fourche would not start a price war in the industry (cf. Exec 3, 24; Exec 4, 51). 
Their unproven business model and lack of volumes prevented the company from implemenSng 
its original sourcing strategy and forced it to instead work with wholesalers for the bulk of its 
product sourcing (cf. Exec 3, 38-40). Nevertheless, these issues were not as present anymore at 
the Sme of the interviews.  
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5.2. Rela=onship Ini=a=on Process 
Besides these early challenges, La Fourche execuSves described the process of iniSaSng new 
supplier relaSonships as relaSvely uncomplicated. The very first supplier relaSonships were 
iniSated at trade shows, where they understood that they had to work with wholesalers first 
before being able to approach producers directly (cf. Exec 1, 40). Just having started the company, 
it was mostly the start-up who approached the suppliers (cf. Exec 3, 32), even though they did not 
have any pre-exisSng relaSonships in both the parcel transportaSon industry or the organic food 
industry (cf. Exec 1, 42-44; Exec 2, 40). 
However, even back then, suppliers also approached La Fourche only a few months into operaSon 
(cf. Sup 1, 32; Sup 2, 24). With growing media coverage and gaining a:enSon from the industry, 
suppliers approaching La Fourche became a regular occurrence (cf. Exec 3, 32). At the Sme of the 
interviews, the relaSonship iniSaSon process was started both by La Fourche approaching 
suppliers directly and vice versa, with a tendency of the supplier contacSng La Fourche more o`en 
than the other way around (cf. Exec 3, 30-32; Exec 4, 47; Exec 5, 25). This was described as the 
standard process of BSR iniSaSon at La Fourche (cf. Exec 3, 31-32). 

5.3. BSR Dependency 
The interviewees portrayed the topic of dependency in La Fourche’s BSRs as very 
context-sensiSve. La Fourche execuSves noted that for certain very popular products, they are 
indeed very dependent on their supplier, especially for brands that are well-known and boost a 
strong brand recogniSon with consumers (cf. Exec 4, 71; Exec 5, 46-52). The same is the case for 
the service providers. Here, one La Fourche execuSve noted that the delivery part of the business 
is the only face-to-face interacSon with the costumers that occurs, and this part of the business is 
controlled by La Fourche’s service providers (cf. Exec 2, 13). Hence, La Fourche was “super 
dependent on the [service providers] because they are the sole providers of this crucial part of La 
Fourche’s service” (Exec 2, 28). This dependency posed an existenSal threat to La Fourche (cf. Exec 
2, 28). At the same Sme, compeSSon within both the transportaSon service market and the 
organic food producer market moderated La Fourche’s supplier dependency, as well as their 
increased revenue and business volume (cf. Exec 2, 19; Exec 2, 32; Exec 3, 33; Exec 4, 67). 
Therefore, the start-up's overall dependency on its suppliers was described as moderate and 
spo:y (cf. Exec 3, 71; Exec 4, 67).  
Reversely, La Fourche execuSves noted that their suppliers were currently at least somewhat 
dependent on them (cf. Exec 2, 34; Exec 4, 19; Exec 5, 56), which was not the case a few years ago 
(cf. Exec 5,56). On the other side, La Fourche’s suppliers did not perceive a relevant level of 
dependency in either direcSon (cf. Sup 1, 80-84; Sup 2, 48-52).  
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5.4. Customer ARrac=veness 
Noteworthily, when asked about the factors that make La Fourche an a:racSve customer, the first 
thing menSoned almost exclusively related to some element of economic a:racSveness. Only 
a`er being explicitly asked about non-economic factors did the interviewees menSon factors that 
can be categorized as resource or social factors. Details of the interviewee’s answers are portrayed 
below. 
 
The most compelling reason suppliers wanted to work with La Fourche at the Sme of the 
interviews was the company’s growth history and potenSal for strong future growth. This is where 
all the relevant interviewees agreed (cf. Exec 1, 61; Exec 2, 54; Exec 3, 32; Exec 4, 75; Exec 5, 58-
60; Sup 1, 76; Sup 2, 76). From the suppliers’ perspecSve, the interviewees also noted that the 
start-up was already a big client, with a yearly turnover in the millions (cf. Sup 1, 44; Sup 2, 76). 
Furthermore, selling their products to La Fourche helped the suppliers brand their own private 
label products (cf. Sup 1, 68; Sup 2, 76). AddiSonally, La Fourche reached a different set of 
customers, especially younger demographics, without much disposable income that the suppliers 
otherwise had a hard to sell to (cf. Exec 3, 18; Sup 1, 76). However, La Fourche was not large 
enough to accommodate all possible suppliers in the market, as La Fourche had only represented 
a minor account for some (cf. Exec 1, 32). As a result, La Fourche did not cooperate with such 
vendors (cf. ibid.). 
This economic a:racSveness had changed from La Fourche’s very early days compared to the 
point of the interviews with the growth of the company’s revenue, yet only in the percepSon of 
La Fourche’s staff (cf. Exec 2, 32; Exec 3, 92). In the eyes of the suppliers, the a:racSveness of La 
Fourche had not changed (cf. Sup 1, 74-76; Sup 2, 90-92). 
 
From a resource-based a:racSon perspecSve, the respondents menSoned three aspects that are 
a:racSve to suppliers. First, Exec 1, Exec 2, as well as Exec 3 described the innovaSon capabiliSes 
and the ability to test new products very quickly and without much noSce that draws suppliers to 
working with La Fourche: 
 

They need to bring innova4on, you know, tes4ng new products. And they innovate with us. So we can 
test and launch products very quickly on the website, and we can also kill products on the website if 
they don’t perform well. So, we are very good at that. (Exec 1, 20) 
 
[Since] we’re always tes4ng everything, eager to innovate and test new things, it’s sexy enough for new 
service providers. And along with being preKy quick when it comes to making decisions, this is 
comfortable for our service providers. (Exec 2, 60).  
 
Another key factor is that we are really reac4ve. If our clients launch innova4ons, we can launch them 
quickly, within a week, instead of wai4ng for months, like it is at big players like Carrefour. This helps 
our clients test their projects quickly and efficiently. (Exec 3, 88) 

 
Furthermore, suppliers found it a:racSve that through La Fourche, they got access to data and 
informaSon about consumer behavior online and how their products performed on La Fourche’s 
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website (cf. Exec 1, 24; Exec 3, 65; Sup 1, 72). This allowed the suppliers to opSmize their 
performance and be:er posiSon their products and brand, even with other clients than 
La Fourche (cf. Exec 1, 24-28; Exec 2, 60; Sup 2, 44; Sup 2, 64-68).  
Lastly, and not as prominently as the aspects before, suppliers saw that La Fourche was “doing 
something for the future, doing business ‘the right way’” (Exec 5, 60). Yet this was described as a 
minor aspect, and reputaSonal benefits for the suppliers were not portrayed as significant 
(cf. Exec 3, 67; Exec 4, 86-88; Exec 5, 68). 
 
For the interviewees, the social a:racSveness factors for La Fourche’s suppliers centered around 
the ease of working with La Fourche. Sup 2 stressed how pleasant it was to work with La Fourche 
because everyone he was in contact with was amicable (cf. Sup 2, 40-48; Sup 2, 64). The company’s 
employees also described that building enjoyable and stable human connecSons was imperaSve 
(cf. Exec 1, 32; Exec 3, 69-70; Exec 5, 76). This human connecSon paid off in negoSaSon situaSons, 
making these usually tense discussions easier to navigate (cf. Exec 2, 56; Exec 5, 81). 

5.5. Social Capital  
La Fourche’s social a:racSveness stemmed from building adequate social capital with their 
suppliers, as detailed in the following:  
The interviewees stressed that a criScal factor in building quality supplier relaSonships was 
“talking to them regularly, whether things are going well or badly” (Exec 2, 81; cf. Exec 4, 108). For 
every supplier, La Fourche execuSves reported having scheduled “at least three meeSngs per year 
with [the] main suppliers” (Exec 5, 81) and up to bi-weekly meeSngs with the most important 
ones (cf. Exec 2, 68; Exec 5, 19). Every supplier had a dedicated contact person (cf. Exec 3, 73-74), 
who they were in contact with on a weekly basis via e-mail, if not for the scheduled meeSngs 
(cf. Sup 2, 54-60).  
In the interviews, the interviewees portrayed mulSple instances of cogniSve capital, especially 
regarding shared values, where they align the most with their most important suppliers. 
 

We are a start-up, and we are different than other players in the industry. So we've seen that 
basically, the people where we have the best rela4onships are the top suppliers, the top five or top 
six. Actually, they've been true believers of the mission of La Fourche. And so there's a ques4on of 
sharing values. […] We’re disrup4ve compared to the current state, so our suppliers need to 
understand and support our mission in order [for us] to have a good rela4onship with them. 
(Exec 1, 22) 
 

The significance of sharing values in their BSRs was also recognized by other La Fourche execuSves 
and their suppliers (cf. Exec 3, 78; Exec 4, 104; Exec 5, 97; Sup 2, 86-88). In the eyes of one La 
Fourche execuSve, this allowed them to negoSate be:er commercial terms (cf. Exec 5, 97).  
In terms of relaSonal capital, the interviewees also shared instances of increased trust through 
the social capital that they had built with their suppliers. (cf. Exec 2, 72). The respondents even 
portrayed friendship-like interacSons (cf. Exec 3, 82; Exec 4, 96-100; Exec 5, 89).  
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5.6. Ranking of Factor Importance 
To summarize the aspects previously discussed, the interviewees were asked to list the most 
important factors leading to a successful relaSonship with their suppliers. Notably, the respecSve 
respondents perceived this topic rather heterogeneously, with no factor disSnctly ranked as the 
most significant. Nevertheless, most respondents menSoned the following elements as the 
drivers of successful relaSonship building with their suppliers, yet in no parScular order. 
First, the interviewees stressed the importance of some form of human connecSon in these 
business relaSonships (cf. Exec 2, 80; Exec 4, 128; Exec 5, 108; Sup 2, 96). Specifically, the 
interviewees depicted trust (cf. Exec 1, 79), availability to react to and solve any arising issue 
(cf. Exec 3, 96), and empathy (cf. Exec 5, 108) as levers for quality BSRs.  
Secondly, the interviewees frequently cited transparency (cf. Exec 2, 82; Sup 2, 96) and frequent 
and honest communicaSon (cf. Exec 2, 82; Exec 4, 128) as significant factors in their successful 
supplier relaSonships.  
Thirdly, to make the buyer-supplier relaSonships work, the interviewees menSoned the 
importance of the business performance, including the turnover (cf. Exec 4, 128), as well as 
delivering on your forecasts, especially as a young and growing company (cf. Exec 2, 82) as 
influencing factors. 

5.7. Effect of personal rela=onships 
Lastly, the interviewees were asked to discuss the effect of their personal relaSonships on their 
respecSve companies' business relaSonships. Overall, the interviewees menSoned only posiSve 
effects, portraying that the high quality of the personal relaSonships led to be:er business 
relaSonships and stronger Ses between their companies. Concerning a parScular buyer-supplier 
dyad, Exec 3 was convinced that they were “able to make be:er deals because we have a good 
relaSonship” with their supplier (Exec 3, 82). This noSon was echoed by other La Fourche 
execuSves and suppliers as well (cf. Exec 2, 76; Exec 3, 84; Exec 5, 81; Sup 2, 70-72).  
In parScular, the personal relaSonships led to mulSple instances of new supplier relaSonships 
being iniSated (cf. Exec 1, 45; Exec 3; 84; Exec 4, 120; Exec 5, 89). Furthermore, it also led to higher 
business volumes traded by the concerned parSes (cf. Sup 2; 70-72). OperaSonally, the quality of 
their personal relaSonships drove the interviewees to increased operaSonal flexibility, be:er 
problem-solving abiliSes, and helped during negoSaSons (cf. Sup 2, 56; Exec 2, 73-74). The 
interviewees further described that their personal relaSonships enabled them to get access to 
high-quality, insider market informaSon (cf. Exec 4, 108). Moreover, two execuSves reported that 
their respecSve personal relaSonships moderated some of the default risks and other kinds of 
risks for suppliers working with a start-up as it created a basic level of trust between the start-up 
and its suppliers (cf. Exec 2, 77-78; Exec 4, 112). 
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5.8. Chapter Summary - La Fourche Results 
To summarize the findings of this chapter, Table 8 gives an overview of the most important 
results concerning La Fourche’s BSRs. 

Table 8: Summary of the Key Interview Results BSRs at La Fourche 

Theme Finding Reference 

Situational 
Context 

Actors in organics industry were well-connected 
within the industry, leading to a basic level of trust  

Cf. Exec 3, 86; Sup 1, 60 

Complicated economic situation with looming 
bankruptcies, yet La Fourche boosted strong growth 

Cf. Exec 1, 32; Exec 4, 75; 
Exec 5, 105 

La Fourche aimed to build mostly long-term supplier 
relationships, co-creating value with suppliers 

Cf. Exec 1, 16; Exec 3, 16; 
Exec 5, 101 

Sourcing strategy required high-quality relationships Cf. Exec 1, 16; Exec 3, 58 
Only infrequent instances of liabilities of smallness 
and newness reported 

Cf. Exec 2, 76; Sup 2, 40 

Relationship 
initiation 
process 

BSR initiation both by suppliers and start-up, 
presently more initiations by suppliers 

Cf. Exec 3, 30-32; Exec 4, 47; 
Exec 5, 25 

BSR 
Dependency 

Context-dependent: La Fourche felt dependency on 
specific brands but no general supplier dependency 

Cf. Exec 4, 71; Exec 5, 46-52 

Moderate buyer-dependency for suppliers described Cf. Exec 2, 34; Exec 4, 19; 
Exec 5, 56 

Customer 
Attractiveness 

Most crucial customer attractiveness element: 
company’s growth and ability to reach new 
demographics  

Cf. Exec 1, 61; Exec 2, 54; 
Exec 4, 75; Exec 5, 58-60; 
Sup 1, 76; Sup 2, 76; Exec 3, 
18; Sup 1, 76 

Innovation capabilities, knowledge and data 
exchange as resource-based customer attractiveness   

Cf. Exec 1, 20; Exec 2, 60; 
Exec 3, 88; Sup 1, 72 

Social attractiveness elements centering around 
amiability of La Fourche’s employees and ease of 
working with  

Cf. Sup 2, 40-48; Sup 2, 64, 
Exec 1, 32; Exec 3, 69-70; 
Exec 5, 76 

Social Capital 

La Fourche stressed importance of frequent 
communication and face-to-face visits  

Cf. Exec 2, 81; cf. Exec 4, 108, 
Sup 2, 54-60 

Multiple instances of shared values with most 
important suppliers, leading to better negotiation 
outcomes, trust, friendship-like relationships 

Cf. Exec 1, 22; Exec 3, 78; 
Exec 5, 97; Sup 2, 86-88; 
Exec 3, 82; Exec 4, 96-100 

Ranking of 
factor 
importance 

Significance of elements of human connection in 
BSRs 

Cf. Exec 2, 80; Exec 4, 128; 
Exec 5, 108; Sup 2, 96 

Additional factors: open communication and business 
performance  

Cf. Exec 2, 82; Exec 4, 128; 
Exec 4, 128; Exec 2, 82 

Business 
effect of 
personal 
relationship 

Better deals and higher business volumes because of 
personal relationships  

Cf. Exec 2, 76; Exec 3, 82-84; 
Exec 5, 81; Sup 2, 70-72 

Initiation of supplier relationships  Cf. Exec 1, 45; Exec 3; 84; 
Exec 4, 120; Exec 5, 89 

Moderation of liabilities of collaborating with a 
start-up 

Cf. Exec 2, 77-78; Exec 4, 112 
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6. Interview Results – Ackerherz 
Just as the previous chapter portrayed the results of La Fourche’s BSR dyads, Figure 6 illustrates 
the most important themes derived from the interview results. While looking similar to Figure 5, 
there are significant differences, highlighted in red. The following subsecSons detail these 
interview results concerning Ackerherz’ buyer-supplier relaSonships, while differences to the La 
Fourche case are highlighted in chapter 7. 

 
Figure 6: Thematic Map of Interview Results, Ackerherz Case. Own illustration 

6.1. Situa=onal Context 
The interviewees surveyed regarding Ackerherz’ BSRs can be categorized into two themes. The 
staff of Ackerherz’ suppliers mostly had long-Sme professional experience in the organics industry 
(cf. Sup 3, 15; Sup 4, 11; Sup 5, 24). Two interviewees even owned organic retail stores (cf. Sup 3, 
15; Sup 4, 15). On the other hand, the Ackerherz execuSve did not have long-term experience in 
the organics industry specifically but described a career in different kinds of start-ups, including 
other food industry start-ups (cf. Exec 6, 11). 
 
Prompted to describe the current state of the industry and its customs, the respondents portrayed 
a relaSvely conservaSve industry that had go:en under price pressure in the past few years due 
to inflaSon (cf. Exec 6, 99; Exec 6, 117; Sup 4, 83; Sup 5, 56). Alongside this price pressure, the 
interviewees depicted an expectaSon of the industry to change from an industry focused on brick-
and-mortar stores as the predominant point-of-sale towards adopSng e-commerce business 
models (cf. Exec 6, 57; Exec 6, 95).  
This economic situaSon was described as advantageous for Ackerherz as a young company with 
an e-commerce-based business model (cf. Exec 6, 57). Nevertheless, the interviewees sSll 
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described mulSple instances in which Ackerherz was exposed to liabiliSes of smallness and 
newness start-ups typically encounter. 
This exposure to liabiliSes of smallness and newness became obvious for one execuSve when 
Ackerherz tried to approach wholesalers as their first suppliers and had to rely on contacts of their 
parent organizaSon La Fourche to make introducSons. Without the personal contact, the 
relaSonship iniSaSon had not been possible (cf. Exec 6, 31). Due to their small business volume at 
the Sme of the interviews, Ackerherz could not freely choose their suppliers but had to comply 
with the constraints of their wholesalers’ commercial condiSons, especially regarding minimum 
order values and data structures (cf. Exec 1; 53; Exec 6, 52; Sup 5, 44; Sup 6, 47-49). Therefore, 
Ackerherz only worked with two wholesalers and one producer, from whom they sourced directly 
(cf. Exec 6; 23).  
 
These relaSonships between Ackerherz and its suppliers were evaluated as relaSvely posiSve and 
uncomplicated, at least by the suppliers, with the suppliers o`en noSng that the relaSonship 
had not existed for very long (cf. Sup 3, 23; Sup 4, 79; Sup 5, 28; Sup 6, 19-21). In contrast, the 
Ackerherz execuSve painted a different picture, saying the relaSonships were all tense in their 
own way, ciSng his percepSon of a lack of genuine trust in the relaSonship (cf. Exec 6, 19). This 
contrast could be an exposure to the limitaSons of this thesis, as the interviewers’ associaSon with 
Ackerherz may have prevented the interviewees from criScizing Ackerherz openly. However, 
chapter 8 discusses this aspect in more detail. 

6.2. Rela=onship Ini=a=on Process 
Discussing how their buyer-supplier relaSonship started, the interviewees menSoned that 
Ackerherz was the actor that first reached out to the suppliers (cf. Sup 5, 36; Sup 6, 29; Exec 6, 31). 
Exec 6 noted that for Ackerherz, it was crucial to have the connecSon to La Fourche as the personal 
contacts of La Fourche execuSves were needed to make the first introducSon to the suppliers. 
Without these industry contacts leveraged by personal relaSonships, Ackerherz would not have 
been able to iniSate the BSRs it had at the Sme of the interviews. This was criScized as an 
unnecessary entry barrier: 
 

o approach If you know someone, you can start a conversa5on. If you don't know someone and you try t
some wholesalers, I think it's almost impossible. It's a mistake by the wholesalers because they really 

31) 6, (Exec block off that you can easily start business with them because I think they don't see the need.  
 

The standard process for relaSonship iniSaSon for suppliers was reported to start both ways: 
either the suppliers’ sales representaSves reached out to exisSng stores or shops, or new business 
approached the suppliers directly at trade shows or online (cf. Sup 3, 35; Sup 4, 31; Sup 6, 37). Yet 
even if the first contact is online, the interviewees described it as customary to have a personal 
introducSon (cf. Sup 5, 52; Exec 6, 36). This was reported to occur even before the suppliers 
provided details about their product catalog and to first evaluate any potenSal customer 
personally, regardless of any harm to the relaSonship this pracSce may cause (cf. Exec 6, 36).  
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6.3. BSR Dependency 
In Ackerherz’ supplier relaSonships, the interviewees described potenSal dependencies as 
product-specific. Exec 6 felt that “overall, there is some dependency, but it's manageable as it’s 
easy to switch suppliers. It's just certain products that might be hard to replace” (Exec 6, 75). This 
dependency especially concerned those products that belonged to a well-known brand or were 
very cheap (cf. Exec 6, 69-73; Exec 6, 81). Thus, the supplier market compeSSon reduced the 
dependency on the suppliers for the start-up (cf. Exec 6, 69; Sup 4, 63). Reversely, Exec 6 described 
that there was no financial dependency by the suppliers regarding Ackerherz, yet there might have 
been moderate strategic dependencies:  

 
We are smaller than one organic supermarket, so financially there is no dependency. But 
strategically, there is a slide deck in the board mee4ng of [our suppliers], where most likely there is 
a logo of us. This slide is about new online ini4a4ves or something like that. That's the reason why 
they work with us. If our name disappeared, then they would need to fill the gap, and right now, 
there are no other players in our narrow segment. (Exec 6, 87) 

 
The German suppliers, on the other hand, did not perceive any relevant dependency in either 
direcSon (cf. Sup 3, 91; Sup 4, 59; Sup 5, 88; Sup 6, 55-57).  

6.4. Customer ARrac=veness 
When asked about what makes Ackerherz an a:racSve customer, the respondents agreed that 
“the economic aspect always comes first, no quesSon” (Sup 5, 72; cf. Sup 3, 59; Sup 4, 55; 
Sup 6, 65; Exec 6, 53). Specifically, it was the growth potenSal of Ackerherz backed by the exisSng 
proof of the viability of the business model of the French parent company (Exec 6, 53; Sup 5, 44). 
AddiSonally, the suppliers menSoned that working with Ackerherz presented an opportunity to 
grow their own product brand (cf. Sup 4; 51; Sup 6, 65). This opportunity was described as 
especially a:racSve in combinaSon with the suppliers’ belief that Ackerherz could reach 
consumer demographics that the suppliers perceived to be underserved (cf. Sup, 3, 63; Sup 6; 65).  
 
Other, non-economic aspects of customer a:racSveness were only menSoned when directly 
prompted. Two this prompt, two suppliers briefly menSoned that they benefi:ed from some 
knowledge transfer with Ackerherz (cf. Sup 5, 72; Sup 6, 69). However, Exec 6 doubted that their 
current suppliers were interested in any knowledge transfer in the first place (cf. Exec 6, 99). Only 
a producer that Ackerherz currently was not working with directly at the Sme of the interview had 
expressed genuine interest in data access and knowledge transfer, according to that interviewee 
(cf. Exec 6, 99-101). 
 
From a social perspecSve, the suppliers agreed that they had had only pleasant interacSons unSl 
the point of the interview (cf. Sup 6, 73). Nevertheless, the suppliers also noted that due to the 
short existence of the relaSonship, the social a:racSveness of Ackerherz was hard to assess 
(cf. Sup 6, 69). In the eyes of the Ackerherz execuSve, the current state of the relaSonship was 
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quite uneasy, as he had been avoiding seung up quarterly review meeSngs to avoid discussing 
that Ackerherz’ growth had been less than what he iniSally forecasted (cf. Exec 6, 106). Yet this 
noSon was not echoed by the supplier interviewees.  
This noSon of a slight decrease in the a:racSveness of Ackerherz due to downwardly adjusted 
business volumes was also the only factor that had changed in the eyes of interviewees when 
asked about the development of the company’s customer a:racSveness (cf. Exec 6, 135).  

6.5. Social Capital  
Due to the limited Sme of the existence of the buyer-supplier relaSonships at Ackerherz, the 
interviews produced only minor evidence of significant social capital having been built in the BSRs. 
Nevertheless, the interviewees did menSon some aspects, as detailed in the following paragraphs. 
 
Regarding structural capital, the interviewees noted that Ackerherz had a specific contact person 
within the supplier's organizaSon and vice versa (cf. Exec 6, 110; Sup 3, 65; Sup 5, 80; Sup 6, 69). 
Exec 6 believed that the ranking of this contact person in the supplier's company hierarchy 
reflected Ackerherz' strategic importance as a buyer, describing that one contact person held a 
rather strategic posiSon at one supplier. In contrast, the others served more operaSonal roles 
(cf. Exec 6, 110). With this statement, Exec 6 suggested that Ackerherz held a significant posiSon 
in at least one of the supplier's business relaSonships. However, despite this structural link, the 
interviewees agreed that the interacSons between Ackerherz and the suppliers were primarily 
focused on day-to-day operaSonal issues, lacking strategic discussions (cf. Exec 6, 113; Sup 6, 69).  
 
From a cogniSve perspecSve, the interviewees portrayed some shared values between Ackerherz 
and its suppliers that are generally shared across the organics industry (cf. Exec 6; 117-121). 
However, the interviewees also pointed out notable differences in philosophies. For instance, 
Ackerherz' decision to lay off employees for business reasons unse:led one interviewee, as this 
decision disSnctly contrasted their own organizaSonal norms and pracSces (cf. Sup 6, 77-81). This 
difference in corporate culture had the interviewee also quesSon the commercial terms of the 
relaSonship between Ackerherz and that supplier, even though no acSon was taken 
(cf. Sup 6, 77-81). 
Due to limited encounters, the interviews revealed an absence of evidence of relaSonal capital. 
This absence was clearly expressed by Exec 6: “I don't interact frequently enough to have a real  
relaSonship” (Exec 6, 125). The other relevant interviewees did not menSon any contrary 
indicaSon of relaSonal capital.  
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6.6. Ranking of Factor Importance 
In response to the quesSon of the most important factors in a successful buyer-supplier 
relaSonship, the interviewees menSoned three main themes. First and foremost, the interviewees 
consistently highlighted meeSng the demand and ensuring a smooth process in ordering, delivery, 
and payment (cf. Sup 3, 97-99; Sup 5, 92). The ability to fulfill orders efficiently, maintaining a 
funcSoning warehouse, and relying on a trustworthy carrier were seen as crucial for a successful 
relaSonship (cf. Sup 3, 99; Sup 4, 67; Sup 5, 92). 
 
The interviewees further consistently menSoned building trust and maintaining open and honest 
communicaSon as vital components (cf. Sup 4, 67; Sup 4, 83). Suppliers value honesty, where both 
parSes avoid exaggeraSon or decepSon (cf. Sup 4, 83). AcSve relaSonship management was also 
emphasized, with an investment in and commitment to the relaSonship necessary for its success 
(cf. Exec 6, 138). This commitment included having a contact person who is responsive and capable 
of resolving issues promptly (cf. Sup 5, 92; Sup 6, 89). 
 
Lastly, the human aspect and the relaSonship quality played a significant role for the interviewees. 
TreaSng each other respecxully, avoiding a top-down approach, and culSvaSng a "live and let live" 
autude contributed to a healthy relaSonship, according to the suppliers (cf. Sup 4, 83; Sup 6, 89). 
Personal connecSons and customer loyalty were seen as beneficial, although it was acknowledged 
that business relaSonships inherently revolve around financial consideraSons (cf. Sup 5, 92). 

6.7. Effect of personal rela=onships 
Like the interviews concerning La Fourche’s BSRs, the interviewees for the Ackerherz case were 
also asked to discuss the effect of the personal relaSonships they or their suppliers had on the 
business relaSonships their respecSve companies had. 
 
A key observaSon from the interviews in this regard is that personal connecSons led to increased 
communicaSon, trust, and mutual understanding, as stated by the interviewees (cf. Sup 3, 83; 
Sup 4, 71, Exec 6, 59). Having a good personal connecSon with suppliers facilitates smoother 
collaboraSon, such as offering promoSons or working together to increase sales (cf. Sup 3, 83; Sup 
4, 75; Exec 6, 59). Furthermore, the interviewees highlighted that the personal bond creates 
reliability and accountability, where both parSes feel commi:ed to delivering on their promises 
(cf. Sup 4, 75). 
 
The significance of personal relaSonships is evident in iniSaSng contact and building trust. 
MeeSng face-to-face or having personal conversaSons, whether in person or through video calls, 
establishes a different basis for collaboraSon. Personal interacSons simplify communicaSon, 
enable the exchange of ideas, and enhance problem-solving capabiliSes (cf. Exec 6, 125; 
Sup 6, 89). Moreover, the interviewees noted that personal relaSonships contribute to trust and 
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respectability in business negoSaSons. Trust and respect were considered prerequisites for 
conducSng business, and if they are lacking, it can hinder the relaSonship, as portrayed by Exec 6:  

 
Especially in the world of wholesaling, they really challenge you in the conversa4on […] It's kind of 
like a boxing fight in nego4a4ons where they test you on a personal level, and I think the trust that 
you create with them is important. They respect you for that, and I think this carries you far. If they 
don't respect you as a person, they wouldn't even do business with you. (cf. Exec 6, 128) 

 
While the interviewees stressed the value of personal relaSonships, they also acknowledged that 
personal relaSonships in business could be challenging due to the underlying financial 
consideraSons, making it essenSal to strike a balance between personal connecSons and 
commercial interests (cf. Sup 5, 92). 
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6.8. Chapter Summary – Ackerherz Results 
To summarize the findings of this chapter, Table 9 gives an overview of the most important 
results concerning La Fourche’s BSRs. 

Table 9: Summary of the Key Interview Results BSRs at Ackerherz 
Theme Finding Reference 

Situational 
Context 

Advantageous business model for current 
state of the industry  

Cf. Sup 4, 83; Sup 5, 56).  

Exec 6, 57 
Multiple instances of exposure to liabilities 
of smallness and newness 

Cf. Exec 6, 31 

Sup 5, 44; Sup 6, 47-49 
BSRs generally evaluated as positive by 
suppliers, tense by Ackerherz executive  

Cf. Sup 3, 23; Sup 4, 79; Sup 5, 28; 

Sup 6, 19-21; Exec 6, 19 
Relationship 
initiation process 

BSR initiation by Ackerherz Cf. Sup 5, 36; Sup 6, 29; Exec 6, 31 

BSR Dependency 

Competition in supplier market reduces 
Ackerherz’ dependency on suppliers 

Cf. Exec 6, 69; Sup 4, 63 

Ackerherz dependent on suppliers for 
specific products  

Cf. Exec 6, 69-73; Exec 6, 81 
 

Customer 
Attractiveness 

Growth perspective and possibility to reach 
new customer segments as primary drivers 
for customer attractiveness of Ackerherz 

Cf. Sup 3, 59; Sup 4, 55; Sup 5, 72; 
Sup 6, 65; Exec 6, 53 

Knowledge transfer may be relevant in the 
future but questionable at moment of 
interviews 

Cf. Sup 5, 72; Sup 6, 69; 
Exec 6, 99-101 

Smooth operational procedures highlighted 
by suppliers 

Cf. Sup 3, 99; Sup 4, 67; Sup 5, 92 

Social Capital 

Evidence of structural capital and some 
cognitive capital 

Cf. Exec 6, 110; Sup 3, 65; 
Sup 5, 80; Sup 6, 69; 
Exec 6 ,117-121; Sup 6, 77-81 

No relational capital due to infrequent 
interaction, short existence of relationships 

Cf. Exec 6, 125 

Ranking of factor 
importance 

Operational excellence most important 
factor in relationships  

Cf. Sup 4, 83; Sup 6, 89; 
Exec 6, 138 

Human factor in relationships also important 
but ranked as secondary 

Cf. Sup 3, 99; Sup 4, 67; Sup 5, 92) 

Business effect of 
personal 
relationship 

Increased trust, communication, and mutual 
understanding 

Cf. Sup 3, 83; Sup 4, 71, Exec 6, 59 

Potential for higher business volumes   Cf. Sup 3, 83; Sup 4, 75; Exec 6, 59 
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7. Interview Results - Cross-Case Comparison  
A`er portraying the empirical findings on a per-case basis, the following chapter analyzes the 
similariSes and differences between the Ackerherz and La Fourche cases.  

Situa>onal Context  
Even though both companies operate in the same industry, albeit in different countries, the 
respecSve companies' situaSonal context and resulSng industry posiSons were portrayed vastly 
differently. While the interviewees of both cases portrayed a complicated macroenvironment for 
their companies with looming bankruptcies, La Fourche was described as relaSvely stable and 
established. The interviewees described the French company as rather proven, with their business 
model being well-understood by industry insiders. The company was portrayed as mostly having 
outgrown the liabiliSes of smallness and newness usually associated with young ventures. This 
maturity allowed La Fourche to implement a sophisScated sourcing strategy focused on long-term 
relaSonships that create value for both the start-up itself and its suppliers. 

Ackerherz, on the other hand, was portrayed with the opposite level of maturity. While their 
suppliers believed in the sensibleness of Ackerherz’ business model against the backdrop of a 
struggling industry, the company was sSll treated with the commonly associated risks of 
collaboraSng with a start-up. Specifically, in the Ackerherz case, evidence of exposure to liabiliSes 
of smallness and newness was strong and plenSfully reported by the interviewees. While the 
company’s suppliers generally reported very posiSve things regarding their relaSonships with this 
new venture, the interviewed Ackerherz execuSve considered its buyer-supplier relaSonships 
somewhat complicated. The smallness of the company prevented the start-up from implemenSng 
a more elaborate sourcing strategy comparable to La Fourche’s. Thus, Ackerherz was portrayed as 
unable to build deeper buyer-supplier relaSonships, and its exisSng BSRs were described as rather 
perfunctory. 

Rela>onship Ini>a>on Process 
The interviewees noted that for both cases, the start-ups iniSated at least some of their buyer-
supplier relaSonships. However, while the responsibility for relaSonship iniSaSon for the 
Ackerherz case was described as lying solely with the retailer, the interviewees reported that La 
Fourche was also approached itself by some potenSal suppliers asking to collaborate.  

BSR Dependency 
In terms of dependencies in their BSRs, both La Fourche and Ackerherz interviewees described a 
dependency on their suppliers for specific product categories, parScularly for very cheap price 
entry products or well-known brands. However, from a broader, catalog-wide perspecSve, they 
assessed their companies as only slightly supplier-dependent, as the compeSSon in the producer 
and wholesaler markets made it easy to switch suppliers. Their respecSve suppliers shared this 
perspecSve. Reversely, the interviewees portrayed La Fourche’s suppliers as vaguely dependent 
on the French venture. The high business volumes reportedly made the start-up a relaSvely 
important client for many of its suppliers. 
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Customer AArac>veness 
From the interviewees' perspecSve, the economic aspects were the most important reason 
suppliers collaborated with both Ackerherz and La Fourche. ParScularly, the growth potenSal of 
both companies was noted to be a:racSve for the suppliers, as this presented the producers and 
wholesalers with opportuniSes to grow their own revenues in an otherwise struggling industry. 
For both cases, the interviewees menSoned other a:racSveness elements when explicitly asked 
about non-economic reasons for the buyer-supplier relaSonship. In contrast to the Ackerherz 
case, these resource and social customer a:racSveness elements indeed were a factor for 
suppliers to work with La Fourche. Specifically, the knowledge transfer enabled by data access 
provided by La Fourche for its suppliers was portrayed as a posiSve factor for La Fourche’s 
customer a:racSveness. Moreover, the suppliers menSoned that La Fourche was also a:racSve 
from a social perspecSve, as the supplier interviewees described the French start-up as easy to 
work with. Ackerherz’ suppliers also described the contact with the German start-up as pleasant, 
but the interviewees did not highlight that as a specific factor why they worked with Ackerherz.  

Social Capital 
Regarding evidence of social capital, the cases differed strongly, although some similariSes did 
occur. Both companies were described as having displayed structural capital in their respecSve 
BSRs, as evident in regular communicaSon and exchange with the suppliers. However, for 
Ackerherz, these exchanges were on an operaSonal basis and did not reach beyond this extent. 
On the other hand, La Fourche did portray regular strategic discussions and exchanges of market 
insights with their suppliers and regular face-to-face meeSngs.  
 
Similarly, both companies reported instances of sharing organizaSonal values with their suppliers. 
However, this was much more important for La Fourche. La Fourche execuSves described that one 
of the criScal factors in the relaSonships with their most producSve suppliers was that these 
companies truly believed in and supported La Fourche’s mission. These shared values were 
portrayed as the driver for the successful co-creaSon of products and, more broadly, economic 
success. For Ackerherz, the interviewees described no such perspecSve.  
 
Therefore, the results of the interviews lacked any evidence of relaSonal capital due to infrequent 
interacSons regarding Ackerherz’ BSR dyads. In this case, the buyer-supplier relaSonship was 
limited to frequent exchanges of operaSonal nature, with no substanSal evidence of building a 
more profound connecSon or shared beliefs between the buyer and its supplier. In the La Fourche 
case, however, the interviewees also reported instances of greater trust via the relaSonal capital 
they had developed with their suppliers and even descripSons of friendship-like connecSons. 

Factor Ranking 
For both cases, the interviewees provided fairly similar perspecSves on the essenSal components 
of a successful buyer-supplier relaSonship, albeit with different focus points. Both sets of 
interviewees recognized the importance of trust, transparency, and effecSve communicaSon as 
important factors. Furthermore, both acknowledged the significance of maintaining open and 
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honest communicaSon with suppliers. AddiSonally, they emphasized the importance of meeSng 
demand and operaSonal efficiency in the buyer-supplier relaSonship. 
 
However, the differences are evident in the specific factors highlighted regarding the respecSve 
cases. In the La Fourche case, the interviewees expressed a clear focus on human connecSon, 
including empathy, availability to interact with each other, and trust. For the Ackerherz case, the 
interviewees emphasized smooth processes, efficient order fulfillment, and reliable logisScs, 
focusing more on operaSonal smoothness than genuine human connecSon.  

Business Effect of Personal Rela>onships  
The greater significance of human-to-human relaSonships for La Fourche was also evident in the 
described business effects of personal relaSonships within the respecSve BSR dyads. In the 
La Fourche case, personal relaSonships were viewed as significantly impacSng business 
relaSonships, leading to be:er and stronger business Ses. The interviewees menSoned benefits 
such as be:er deals, new supplier relaSonships, increased business volumes, operaSonal 
flexibility, problem-solving capabiliSes, access to market informaSon, and miSgated risks for 
suppliers. 

Similarly, in the Ackerherz case, the interview results showed that personal connecSons posiSvely 
impacted business relaSonships, yet in a less profound way. They facilitated increased 
communicaSon, trust, mutual understanding, reliability, accountability, and the ability to deliver 
on promises. Personal interacSons were seen as valuable for collaboraSon, problem-solving, 
negoSaSon, and maintaining respect and trust. However, the described effects were limited to an 
operaSonal level. In the La Fourche case, personal relaSonships were associated with specific and 
more significant business outcomes such as new supplier relaSonships, increased business 
volumes, and access to market informaSon. Here, the interviewees emphasized the effects that 
led to business growth. In the Ackerherz case, the respondent recognized the effects of personal 
relaSonships for effecSve collaboraSon and trustworthiness instead of tangible business growth. 
The respondents in the Ackerherz case further acknowledged that personal relaSonships in 
business could be challenging due to the underlying financial consideraSons, making it essenSal 
to strike a balance between personal connecSons and commercial interests. This limitaSon of the 
posiSve effects of personal relaSonships was not evident in the La Fourche case.  

Aggregate Results 
This cross-case comparison revealed that overall, Ackerherz’ relaSonships with its suppliers had 
not yet developed beyond the operaSonal business interacSons level. Being incorporated for less 
than a year, the intra-firm personal relaSonships that are developed through frequent and 
meaningful interacSon between employees were not mature enough to enable the level of 
relaSonships that La Fourche’s offering team and the company’s founders portrayed. La Fourche’s 
relaSonships with its suppliers ulSmately served as a compeSSve advantage, enabling the French 
start-up to access be:er deals and business relaSonships with its suppliers. Nevertheless, the 
status quo of Ackerherz’ BSRs could not be regarded as an indicator for the future state of their 
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BSRs, as La Fourche had had similar experiences in the past. Exec 1 pointed out as much, arguing 
that as a small start-up, personal relaSonships are not as meaningful as your company's small size 
prohibits you from having any relevant leverage with suppliers (cf. Exec 1, 45-49). Hence for 
Ackerherz, more profound and meaningful business and personal relaSonships between buyer 
and supplier employees could develop in the future.  

Table 10 summarizes the key results of the cross-case analysis. 

Table 10: Overview of Results of Cross-Case Analysis 
Theme La Fourche Ackerherz 

Situational 
Context 

Complicated macro-environment for both start-ups 
Little evidence of liabilities of 
smallness and newness 

Strong evidence for liabilities of 
smallness and newness   

Sophisticated BSRs Shallow BSRs 
Relationship 
initiation process 

BSR initiation both by La Fourche and 
its suppliers  

Initiation of all BSRs by Ackerherz 

BSR Dependency 

Dependency by both start-ups for specific product categories, yet generally 
moderate supplier dependency 
La Fourche’s suppliers vaguely 
dependent on start-up due to 
business volume 

Suppliers do not depend on Ackerherz 

Customer 
Attractiveness 

Growth potential deciding factor for both start-ups 
Resource and social elements are 
secondary  

Resource and social elements only have a 
fringe influence in Ackerherz' case 

Social Capital 

Strong evidence of structural capital, 
strategic alignment with suppliers 

Evidence of structural capital, discussions 
confined to operational topics  

Cognitive capital, i.e., sharing values 
as major factor for La Fourche 

Cognitive capital is no factor for 
Ackerherz BSRs  

Strong evidence of relational capital 
in La Fourche’s BSRs 

No relational capital in Ackerherz’ BSRs 

Ranking of factor 
importance 

Importance of trust and effective communication highlighted in both cases 
Importance of human factors for 
La Fourche 

Operational excellence as one of the 
most important factors 

Business effect of 
personal 
relationship 

Stronger ties, new BSRs, better deals, 
specific business outcomes  

Less profound impact for Ackerherz, 
primarily affects operational 
collaboration 

Aggregate Results  

La Fourche BSRs as source of 
competitive advantage, enabling 
better deals and higher business 
volumes 

Ackerherz’ BSRs not matured beyond 
operational level, no specific effects of 
personal relationships beyond initiation 
phase 
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8. Discussion 
This thesis set out to explore how start-ups, especially those in the FMCG industry, overcome their 
liabiliSes of smallness and newness and increase their customer a:racSveness to build successful 
buyer-supplier relaSonships. The empirical evidence of the mulSple case study applied in this 
research project indicates the following key findings:  
 
As a first research result, the applied case studies revealed that for very young start-ups like 
Ackerherz, liabiliSes of smallness and newness are indeed very present and challenging to 
overcome. Being small and new prevented the start-up from picking and choosing its supplier. 
Instead, the young venture was somewhat forced to work with the suppliers that chose to 
collaborate with the start-up. Moreover, the company had to work hard for their current suppliers 
to take them on. A decisive factor in this process was building iniSal personal relaSonships, which 
enabled the Ackerherz sourcing team to pursue a personal selling strategy a`er the iniSaSon 
phase. 
Aligned with the findings of Jenkins and Holcomb (2021) and Bu: (2018), this result supports the 
hypothesis that start-ups can leverage exisSng personal relaSonships with industry contacts. This 
pracSce enables start-ups to overcome some of the liabiliSes of smallness and newness by having 
interpersonal contacts vouch for the trustworthiness of the start-up.  
Furthermore, the German start-up was able to leverage the current macroeconomic environment 
of an under-digitalized industry. By presenSng an opportunity for brick-and-mortar-retail-focused 
suppliers to enter the e-commerce market, Ackerherz became a sufficiently a:racSve customer 
despite its smallness and newness. Nevertheless, even with the advantageous state of the 
industry from Ackerherz’ perspecSve, without the personal relaSonships of the execuSves of its 
parent company La Fourche, Ackerherz would have had an even harder Sme iniSaSng its iniSal 
supplier relaSonships.  
 
On the other hand, La Fourche did not experience extensive exposure to liabiliSes of smallness 
and newness, at least not anymore. While the interviewees did report having similar difficulSes 
as Ackerherz at the very beginning of the French company’s operaSons, its execuSves did no 
longer perceive any of the typical constraints of start-ups in BSR dyads. Instead, the economic 
perspecSve of the company reportedly a:racted several potenSal suppliers to the company. This 
supplier a:racSon may also be due to the overall macroeconomic environment in which the 
company operates, yet in a different way than Ackerherz. In an industry fighSng inflaSon, supply 
chain disrupSons, and overall economic downturn, La Fourche presented an industry-trend-
defying growth opportunity for their suppliers. This growth perspecSve of La Fourche and the 
possibility for suppliers to reach new market demographics were overwhelmingly menSoned as 
the most important customer a:racSveness factors. The interviews also revealed a similar 
tendency for Ackerherz. Resource-based and social customer a:racSveness factors were also 
menSoned as relevant in the BSRs of the more established start-up La Fourche yet were no factor 
for Ackerherz’ BSRs.  
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This research result contests the findings of Kragh et al. (2022) and La Rocca and Snehota (2021), 
which described economic customer a:racSveness factors as being mostly detrimental to 
start-ups. La Rocca et al. (2012), La Rocca and Snehota (2021), as well as Kragh et al. (2022) argue 
instead that start-ups should focus on offering suppliers strong resource-based and social 
customer a:racSveness factors to become a:racSve customers overall. The results of this thesis 
challenge these findings by the exisSng academic literature in the sense that the economic factors 
were indeed the most important levers for both La Fourche and Ackerherz in the relaSonships 
with their respecSve suppliers. However, the current economic situaSons of the start-ups were 
not the decisive element for the start-ups’ CA, but the growth perspecSves were. This 
differenSaSon supports the findings of Jenkins and Holcomb (2021), who argue that start-ups 
must convincingly sell their growth potenSal to suppliers. Only with this backdrop of a history and 
a likely future of substanSal growth rates could La Fourche leverage its resource and social 
a:racSveness to become an even more a:racSve client for their exisSng and potenSal suppliers 
alike. For Ackerherz, the non-economic factors were not a factor at all. This phenomenon suggests 
that resource and social factors of customer a:racSveness become only relevant a`er a start-up 
has reached a certain level of maturity and a sufficient level of economic a:racSveness.  
 
From these results, this thesis derives the hypothesis that economic a:racSveness can be 
interpreted as a prerequisite for resource and social a:racSveness in buyer-supplier relaSonships. 
Nevertheless, personal relaSonships are needed in buyer-supplier relaSonships to iniSate the 
liaison between supplier and start-up, as otherwise, suppliers may not even evaluate the start-up 
in quesSon and will never assess its customer a:racSveness in the first place.  
 
The value of personal relaSonships in iniSaSng buyer-supplier relaSonships was very evident in 
the results of this research project. Nevertheless, the results also show evidence of the 
significance of these personal relaSonships decreasing a`er the iniSaSon phase of the BSR dyads, 
only to gain importance again later in the start-up’s maturaSon process. This can be seen in the 
interviewees' ranking of the most important factors concerning BSRs. For Ackerherz, the 
interviewees, especially the supplier interviewees, focused mostly on operaSonal excellence as 
the most important factor in their relaSonship with customers. Fruixul personal relaSonships 
were more o`en portrayed as a relaSvely negligible factor (cf. chapter 6.6). For La Fourche’s 
execuSves and suppliers alike, personal relaSonships within the context of their 
business-to-business relaSonships played a much more significant role in successful relaSonships 
(cf. chapter 5.6). These high-quality personal relaSonships did, in turn, lead to stronger business 
Ses, higher turnovers, and be:er deal-making that benefi:ed both the supplier and the start-up 
in the buying role. This effect allowed La Fourche’s management to implement a much more 
sophisScated sourcing strategy, again increasing their customer a:racSveness, as they could offer 
suppliers category exclusivity and data access for their products. In the end, emphasizing the social 
factor within the buyer-supplier relaSonships enabled La Fourche to create profound Ses with 
their suppliers that helped both parSes to improve their respecSve businesses. 
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These deeper Ses were a funcSon of the social capital that La Fourche, in parScular, had created 
in their BSRs. Aligned with the research of Schiele et al. (2015) and Jääskeläinen et al. (2022), the 
interviews with La Fourche execuSves and its supplier portrayed clear evidence of both structural 
capital, cogniSve capital, and relaSonal capital within the buyer-supplier relaSonships 
(cf. chapter 5.5). The sum of this social capital built within the business-to-business relaSonships 
enabled the companies to have be:er communicaSon, easier negoSaSons, and a superior 
business relaSonship overall. 
This finding contributes to a clearer understanding of the role of personal relaSonships within BSR 
start-ups, as explored by Gligor and Holcomb (2013) and Giraldo-Diaz and Fuerst (2019), and 
others. Based on the results of this research project, this thesis suggests a differenSated 
understanding of the role of personal relaSonships within BSRs. While personal relaSonships are 
criScal in the early stages of buyer-supplier relaSonships in start-ups, especially when starSng 
relaSonships, their value decreases a`er the successful iniSaSon. However, personal relaSonships 
subsequently become crucial once again when a young venture has grown sufficiently large to 
implement a more sophisScated sourcing strategy. High-quality personal, interfirm relaSonships 
allow start-ups to develop and showcase their resource-based and social customer a:racSveness 
elements to suppliers, creaSng win-win situaSons for both the start-up and its suppliers. 
 
As a final research result, this thesis contributes to understanding BSR dependency in start-ups, 
parScularly those in the FMCG industry. To this end, the interview results show that the analyzed 
start-ups indeed experience supplier dependency but only for specific categories of products 
(cf. chapters 5.3 and 6.3). This product-focused differenSaSon of buyer-supplier relaSonship 
dependency aligns with the research findings of Kraljic (1983) and van Weele (2010). Kraljic’s 
Matrix and van Weele’s Dutch Windmill, as its extension, categorize goods of a company's 
purchasing porxolio into two categories: supply risk and profit impact. As predicted by this 
literature, both La Fourche and Ackerherz portrayed a moderate dependency on their suppliers 
for products that are either popular with their customers or hardly accessible from other 
suppliers.  
While the results of this research project underline the findings of Kraljic (1983) and van Weele 
(2010) regarding product-focused differenSaSon of BSR dependency, the results of this research 
stand in opposiSon to the findings of Cox (2001) and Padge: et al. (2020). The later two research 
contribuSons contended that buyer search costs for new suppliers and buyer switching costs are 
one of the key reasons for buyers' dependence on their suppliers. These findings resulted in the 
hypothesis of this thesis that the findings of Cox and Padge: et al. implied a correlaSon between 
start-ups’ lack of access to financial resources with a stronger supplier dependency.However, 
quesSoned about this issue of buyer dependency in their respecSve BSR dyad, the interviewees 
indicated that switching costs were low for both start-ups because of the elaborate compeSSon 
in the suppliers’ markets. Therefore, the thesis concludes that while the findings of Cox (2001) and 
Padge: et al. (2020) may be accurate for some contexts, they do not apply to start-ups in the 
FMCG industry.
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Conclusion, Limita=ons & Outlook 
This thesis was designed to give answers to the research quesSon: 
How do start-ups overcome liabili4es of smallness and newness to elevate their customer 
a8rac4veness when ini4a4ng and managing buyer-supplier rela4onships in different phases of 
maturity? 
In conclusion, this thesis has revealed three central research results: 
First, this thesis revealed that with economic growth in the form of higher business volumes, 
increased turnover, and financial success, liabiliSes of smallness and newness disappear 
organically. Therefore, start-ups must first focus on enhancing their economic a:racSveness to 
foster their exisSng and prospecSve supplier relaSonships.  
CreaSng a convincing narraSve around their company’s growth potenSal should be the primary 
focus for early-stage start-ups when iniSaSng supplier relaSonships. For this, founders can 
leverage the pain points created by the macroeconomic context of their companies' industry. This 
may mean stressing the ability to reach underserved customer demographics in a struggling 
industry. In boom industries, on the other hand, this may mean creaSng fear of missing out on 
growth among suppliers. Either way, start-ups can leverage their situaSonal context in the 
iniSaSon phase of supplier relaSonships even if, on the surface, the nascent ventures are too small 
and too new to ma:er. Then, a`er having reached a sufficient level of economic a:racSveness, 
personal relaSonships can supercharge the overall customer a:racSveness by highlighSng 
resource-based and social a:racSveness elements of a start-up. To achieve genuinely producSve 
and successful buyer-supplier relaSonships, start-ups should subsequently aim to align 
themselves with those suppliers that share most elements of the start-up company’s values and 
mission. For this objecSve, it is imperaSve to foster personal relaSonships and social capital, 
parScularly the cogniSve and relaSonal capital aspects, built during a long-lasSng business 
relaSonship.  
 
Therefore, as the second central research finding, this thesis argues that while liabiliSes of 
smallness and newness of start-ups in supplier relaSonships disappear with growing volumes and 
revenues, developing meaningful personal relaSonships with suppliers can be a strategy to get 
there faster.  
 
As a third central finding, this thesis hypothesizes that the importance of these personal 
relaSonships in buyer-supplier relaSonships in start-ups can be modeled as a U-shaped curve. At 
the very incepSon of a start-up, personal relaSonships are imperaSve to iniSate supplier contacts 
and to use the personal connecSon of start-up employees to build an iniSal level of trust between 
the start-up and its supplier. A`er the first contact has been made, the importance of personal 
relaSonships decreases for some Sme as early-stage start-ups usually do not have the volume to 
implement a sophisScated sourcing strategy right away. When the nascent business does reach 
sufficient volumes, personal relaSonships can again play a crucial role in implemenSng complex 
buyer-supplier relaSonships that can become a compeSSve advantage once the start-up is scaling 
up.  
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Limita>ons 
The objecSve results and interpretaSons of those findings come with limitaSons that may 
influence both the overall results and their generalizability.  
As a first limitaSon, the weaknesses of the methodological approach must be acknowledged.  This 
research project analyzed two organizaSons that are very closely related. This approach aimed to 
ensure the highest overall comparability to explore the research quesSons for two start-ups at 
different maturaSon levels while limiSng the influence of the internal company culture and other 
company-specific intricacies. However, even with these very similar research subjects of Ackerherz 
and La Fourche, two ventures can never be perfectly alike. One difference may be the two varying 
naSonal cultures between the French start-up La Fourche and its German counterpart Ackerherz. 
The presence of mulSple naSonal cultures raises concerns about factors such as cultural distance 
impacSng the outcomes of this study. It is plausible that differences in cultural values between 
French and German people might influence their views and behaviors, thereby influencing the 
outcomes.  
 
The methodological approach may also have limitaSons for the generalizability of the results of 
this research project. This thesis focuses on two related organizaSons operaSng in a relaSvely 
niche market with similar corporate cultures and strategies. Because of the similariSes in interfirm 
connecSons and industry features, the findings may be limited in their applicability to other 
sectors with disSnct difficulSes, pressures, norms, and habits. Therefore, the findings of this study 
may need to be tested in other research seungs to ensure the applicability of the results to a 
wider variety of firms or sectors with different industry customs and rules. AddiSonally, only one 
Ackerherz execuSve was quesSoned due to the lack of other execuSve personnel responsible for 
sourcing or operaSons. Because of the company's execuSves’ minimal representaSon, the depth 
and breadth of insights gathered from the interview process may be limited in this regard. 
Lastly, the interviewer's own affiliaSon with Ackerherz and La Fourche may have impacted the 
respondents' replies. For example, the supplier interviewees may have refrained from criScizing 
the relaSonship with their respecSve clients since they may have assumed that their criScism 
negaSvely influences their business relaSonships due to the interviewer’s associaSon with them. 
It is, therefore, plausible that the respondents were not completely open and honest in their 
responses. 
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Outlook  
Based on the three main findings of this research project, the outlook of this thesis holds 
significant potenSal for further exploraSon and expansion of its results. To enhance the 
generalizability of the findings of this thesis, future research endeavors should consider employing 
alternaSve methodological approaches, examining a diverse range of start-ups operaSng various 
business models in various geographical markets and industries. 

Furthermore, the confirmaSon of the ideas offered in this work requires robust quanStaSve 
research methodologies. A:empSng to replicate the presented research results with quanStaSve 
methods could allow researchers to evaluate the feasibility of using personal Ses with suppliers 
as a sSmulus for quicker growth and enhanced economic customer a:racSveness. QuanStaSve 
research could also test the hypothesis of a U-shaped development of the value of human 
connecSons in start-up buyer-supplier relaSonships. This research could yield valuable insights for 
both academia and industry. As a result, these prospecSve research pathways will contribute to 
understanding the factors determining start-up success in an ever-evolving business landscape. 
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